GSDL EASTER CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW & TRIAL
11TH / 12TH April 2009
Luddenham Rd, Erskine Park
JUDGE - MR. T. HANNAN, UK
BABY PUPPY BITCH - GRADINGS 1 - 12 VERY PROMISING 13 - 18 PROMISING
1 ICCARA QUEELE BEAUTE
2 SUNHAZE INTIMATE
3 SUNDANEKA QUEEN OF HEARTS
4 CONKASHA DAKOTA STAR
5 SENMORA CLASSIC BEAUTY
6 DRUANN KATIE
7 SUNHAZE CRINKLE CUT
8 JAKNELL JUSTA SPARK
9 NICQUISAR OCTAVIA
10 SUNHAZE TWISTIE
11 CONKASHA ARTIC ROSE
12 ALJUDAN BREEZE N BRAZEN
13 COSSAVANE HOLLIE BERRY
14 ADUELE ICE MAIDEN
15 STEINHUEGEL BILLIE JO
16 REJE BELLA
17 BHUACHAILLE A LA MODE
18 STEINHUEGEL BILLIE JEAN
MINOR PUPPY BITCH- GRADES 1 – 6 PROMISING, 7 PROMISING
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

SUNHAZE LATTE
FREMONT YAHTZE
ANDACHT MAGIC WAND
ANDACHT ZINDI
KUIRAU TAKEIRA
TANNALANE SKODA
CAROBRIA JAMAICA RASCAL

PUPPY BITCH – GRADES VERY PROMISING
1
2
3
4
5

UHLMSDORF DIXIE CHICK
NARATHOR JAZZCINTA
ALDAINA LETS ELOPE
SUNDANEKA OKINA
FREESTIEN RUSSION ROULETTE

JUNIOR BITCH - GRADINGS VERY GOOD
1 CH. FREEVALE CRAZY IN PINK AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Freevale Crazy for Love
14 mnths - 59cm - correct size and strength, very good head and expression, very feminine
lovely pigmentation, very harmonious in the backline and croup area, upper arm is of good
length and the angle is quite good, very good hindquarters, correct proportions, lovely
balance, moved very well and retained her lines.
2 SUNHAZE POPCORN
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Giselle
12 1/2 mnths - 59.5 cm - a bitch above medium size medium strong with a very feminine head
and nice expression, very harmonious in the backline, croup is slightly steep but moulded well
into the backline, upper arm is of good length but the angle could be a little better, very good
hindquarter angulation, proportions are correct, firm and dry, eyes are a little pale, moved
very well and retained her lines.

3 KIRCHBERG ACUTE BEAUTY
Glenbala Wild Grand Finale/Pendragan Bold as Brass
18 months - 59.5 cm - above medium size of very good strength, very good head and
expression, good backline, croup slightly short and steep but moulded into the backline,
slightly stretched proportions, upper arm of good length and angle is not bad, very good
hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front and rear, steps correct going and coming,
moves very well and retained her lines.
4 TANNALANE DIXIE CHICK AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Druann Fanasia
17 months - 57.5 cm - medium size, medium strong, feminine head, good expression,
backline is correct, croup is slightly short and steep but is well moulded, upper arm of good
length could be better angled, very good hindquarters, proportions are correct, firm and dry,
gaited well and retained her lines.
5 ANDACHT I AM LEGION
Cayos Noriswand/Turnberry Super Impose
16 1l2 months - 59.5 cm - above medium size, medium strong, very good head and
expression, falls away a little in the middle of the back, upper arm is of good length could be
better angled, very good hindquarter angulations, proportions are correct, firm and dry, moved
well and retained her lines.
6 WILLMAURS HYDEPARK HIPPIE
Kwint Juerikstall/Rodatt Zena
16 1/2 months - 60 cm - top size female, very good head and expression, very good backline,
good length of croup and quite good length of the upper arm and the angle could be a little
better, well developed in the forechest, good hindquarter could be a little longer in the second
thigh, proportions are correct, would like a little more pigment, firm and dry, stands correct
front and rear, moves correct coming and going, moves very well and retained her lines.
7 SUNDANEKA MYSTIQUE AZ
Sannjesa Crusty Demon/Sundaneka Burmuda Rose
16 months - 56 cm - feminine female, medium size, medium strong with good head and
expression, little bit upright in the neck in stance, very nice mould of the backline, croup short
and steep but well moulded, good length of upper arm angle could be a fraction better with
good hindquarters, firm and dry, proportions are correct, moved very well when she settled
and retained her lines.
8 AMBALA CANDY
Cayos Noriswand/Ambala All That Jazz
12 1/2 months - 57 cm - female of correct size of very good strength, good head and
expression, eyes are a little pale,very good backline, croup is slightly short and steep, very
good length of the upper arm could be a fraction more angled, very good in the hindquarters,
proportions are correct, quite deep for her age, quite substantial, moves well and the croup
looks better on the move.
9 FREEVALE TICKLED PINK
Cayos Noriswand/Freevale Crazy for Love
14 months - 6l cm - top size very good bitch, very good head and expression, backline very
good when she relaxes she tends not to fall away as much, croup slightly short and steep but
moulded well into the backline, upper arm is of good length and angle, very good hindquarter
angulation, nice development of the forechest, presented in good condition and coat, could be
a little bit more pronounced in the wither and free-er in the forehand in movement.
10 KUIRAU SHAHERA
Kwint Juerikstall/Kuira Jubilation
13 months - 57 cm - female of correct size of very good strength, good head and expression,
good backline, croup is good mould slightly steep, upper arm is short and steep, very good
hindquarters, good proportions, nice pigment, moved well.

INTERMEDIATE BITCH - GRADED VERY GOOD
1 VECIA VAN NOORT (GMY)
Vegus D Umaut Manart/Christy van Noort
2 1/2 years - 59 cm - very nice female of above medium size, medium strength, lovely dark
eye, very good head and expression, very good backline, croup is of good length slightly
steep but moulds into the backline well, good length of upper arm could be a fraction more
angled, nicely developed in the forechest, very good hindquarters, correct proportions, firm
and dry, turned out in nice condition, slightly close going away, moved very well and retained
harmony.
2 ASTERHUND EVANGELINA AZ
Uras Trafalga/Tonaker Bianca Bell
22 months - 59 cm - above medium size, medium strong, good head and expression, good
backline, croup is slightly short and steep but moulded well, upper arm is not bad length but
could be better angled, very good hindquarters, proportions are correct, she is in good
condition, moves very well.
3 SUNHAZE INTEGRITY AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Intrigue
23 months - 58 cm - nice medium size female with very good head and expression, nice dark
eye, very good backline, nice angle in the shoulder, croup is slightly short and steep but well
moulded into the backline, upper arm could be a fraction longer but is quite good, very good
hindquarters, slightly stretched proportions, pleasing picture in stance, firm and dry, nice
female, retained her lines with a nice easy gait.
4 ALDAINA BRONACK AZ
Ambala Caprio/Aldaina Bijanka
24 months - 6l cm - large female of very pleasing general appearance, very good head and
expression, very good backline, croup is of good lay and length, upper arm slightly short and
steep, very good hindquarters, well developed in the forechest, proportions are correct, firm
and dry in stance, moved very very well retained her lines.
5 CH. SCHNEERBERG OSO ENCHANTIN AZ
Schneerberg Pure Talent/Freevale Jealous Eyes
2 years 6 months - 59 cm - above medium size, medium strong, very good head and
expression,very good backline, nice mould and placement of the croup, forehand of good
length could be a fraction more angled, well developed in the forechest, very good
hindquarters, proportions are correct, presented in nice coat and condition, could be a little
more black on the head to finish the picture off, moved very well maintains her lines.
6 CH. ZENTAGO NU VOGUE AZ
Eigenschaft Heartbreaker/Eigenschaft Mystic Step
2 years 9 months - 59 cm - slightly above medium size of very good medium strength, very
good head and expression, correct backline and nice placement of the croup, upper arm is of
good length could be of better angle, very good hindquarters, correct proportions, firm and dry
presented in good condition, moved well and retained her lines.
7 SUNDANEKA IZZY STARDUST AZ
Orpheus Krauterweise/Sundaneka Tulua
2 years 2 months - 59 cm - female above medium size, very good medium strength, very
good head and expression, very good backline, good length of croup, good length of upper
arm could be better angled, very good hindquarters, correct proportions, turned out in very
good coat and condition, slightly loose hocks, moves well and retains her lines.
8 DURNSTEIN CHAMPAGNE AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Durnstein Zensation
22 months - 58 cm - medium size female of very good strength, very good head and
expression, nice neck into very nice backline and nice angle and length of croup, upper arm is
slightly short and steep very good hindquarters, correct proportions, firm and dry, moved
okay, just about retained her wither.

9 VOLSCAIN QUESTA AZ
Karlos Werther Muhle/Molle Wether Muhle
2 years 2 months - 58 cm - bitch slightly above medium size, medium strength, very good
head and expression, nice neck into wither and correct backline, croup is slightly short but the
angle is good ad moulds into the backline upper arm slightly short and steep, very good
hindquarters, correct middle piece, firm and dry, moved well and retained her lines.
10 SENMORA ALL ABOUT MAGIC AZ
Dellahund Desert Drier/Conkasha Wicked Princess
19 months - 60 cm - top size female with very good head and expression, lovely dark eye,
very good backline, good length and angle of the croup, upper arm quite good could be a
fraction longer, good development in the forechest, very good hindquarter angulation, very
good strenth, proporitons are correct, firm and dry, moved okay and retained her lines.
11 KUIRAU RUBY AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Kuirau Jubilation
25 months - 60 cm - large female with a very strong head, with good expression, strong upper
and lower jaw, neck is a little bit steep, good backline, croup is slightly short and steep, upper
arm is a little bit short, should have better angle, well developed in the forechest, good
hindquarters, proportions are good, firm and dry, dark eyes, maintains her lines moved okay.
12 WILLMAURS EAST END EFFIE AZ
Sannjessa Crusty Demon/Rodatt Zena
23 months - 58.5 cm - missing Pl upper left tooth certificate provided - female of very good
medium size and very good strength, correct backline, but the tail set is high on the croup,
she has good length of upper arm and angle quite good, very well developed in the forechest,
very good hindquarters, proportions are correct, firm and dry, good pigmentation, moved well
within herself maintains her lines.
13 DELLAHUND ONE TOO FANCY AZ
Dellahund High N Mighty/Dellahund Wild Woman
2 years 3 months - 6l cm - top size medium strong very good head and expression, croup is
slightly short and steep but well moulded, upper arm slightly short and steep very good
hindquarters, very good colourtion and pigment, shown in good coat and condition, correct
proportions, moved okay and maintains her lines.
14 COSSAVANE RHAPSODY AZ
Diego Hasseltal/Unshaus High N Mighty
2 years 8 months - 6l cm - top size, very good strength, good head and expression, good
backline but the coat detracts a little, croup is slightly short and steep, good length of upper
arm needs more angle, very good hindquarters, colouration could be a little better, correct
proportions, firm and dry on the stance, nice roomy gait and retained her lines.
OPEN BITCH - GRADED 1-18 EXCELLENT 19-20 VERY GOOD
1 CH.ALDAINA BIJANKA AZ
Karlrach Stone Th Crows/Aldaina Briana
5 years 7 months - 60 cm - large female with very good head and expression, nice
pigmentation on the face, nice dark eye, very good harmony in her heck into the wither and
backline, croup is fo good length and the angle is quite good, good angulation front and rear,
her proportions are correct, firm and dry, presented in very good coat and condition
pleasing expressing, moves a little close going away, moved very well and retained her
outline.
2 KARMAY KOKODA AZ
Ambala Caprio/Indara Bit Of Class
3 years 7 months - 60cm - large female with very good head and expression, nice angle of
the neck into the wither, very good backline, croup is of good length but slightly steep, upper
arm of good length culd be better angled, very good hindquarters, correct proportions, eyes
okay, good colour of the face, very nice female head and expression, moves very well.

3 SEIGEN YLANG YLANG AZ
Eisenland Fernando/Seigen Ygrane
2 years 6 months - 60 cm - top size female, nice coloured sable, good strong colour, good
dark eye, good head and expression, very good backline, good length of the croup but slightly
steep, good length of the upper arm could be a fraction better angled, very good forechest
development,, very good hindquarters, gaited well retained her lines.
4 CH.VLADIMIR ANARCHY AZ
Unshaus Storm Strike/Vladimir Olymp Brook
3 years 9 months = 60.5 cm - top size female with very good head and expression, nice dark
eye, good backline, good length and lay of the croup, good length of upper arm could be a
fraction more angled, very good forechest development, very good hindquarters, correct
proportions, firm and dry, turned out in really good condition, moves close behind and loose
elbows, moves very well and retained herself lovely.
5 ANDACHT SUPER FORTRESS AZ
Unox Aducht/Andacht Spearitt
4 years 3 months - 59 cm - feminine with very good head and expression, lovely colouring,
above medium size of nice medium strength, has good backline, croup is of good length
slightly steep moulded well into backline, upper arm is slightly short and steep, very good
hindquarters, proportions are correct, nice little picture in stance, nice dark eyes,, moved well
and retained her lines.
6 WIESA V ERTTEN PLATZ (Croatia)AZ
Unix Kapellenberg/Diesel Ersten Platz
5 years 2 months = 59 cm - above medium size female with very good head and expression,
lovely dark eye, very good backline, croup of nice length and lay, upper arm is of good length
and quite good angle with good hindquarters, strong female, moved very well maintained
withers and retained her lines.
7 BEMBOKA EVENING STAR AZ
Conkasha Oksana/Bemboka Cayla
5 years 7 months - 60 cm - large female of very good head and expression, eye colour is
good, nice backline, croup is slightly short and steep but moulds in well very good length of
the upper arm but angle could be better, very good hindquarters, very good strength, correct
proportions, very good mover and retained her lines.
8 TANNALANE LAKOTA BELLE AZ
Ambala Caprio/Druann Fantasia
2 years l0 months - 60 cm - top size female with good head and expression, nice colouring on
her face, dark eye, good backline, nice moulding of the croup, good length of upper arm could
be better angled, very good hindquarters, correct middle piece, nice coat and condition, firm
and dry, moved well and retained her lines.
9 SUNDANEKA CALYPSO QUEEN AZ
Aimsway Abacus/Sundaneka Xanadu
4 years 2 months - 57 cm - medium size very good head and expression with lovely dark eye,
good backline, croup is of good length and lay, very good angulation of the fore and
hindquarter, nice coat and condition, moves very well and retained her lines.
l0 FREMONT TOO DARN HOT AZ
Nujaclyn Latin Dancer/Fremont Quest To Win
2 years 4 months - 58.5 cm - nice size female with very good head and expression, eyes are
dark enough, very good picture in stance, nick in the level backline and croup falling away a
little, good length of upper arm could be a fraction more angled, very good hindquarters, nice
pigment, shown in nice condition, presented very well by the handler, maintaining wither
gaited well.
ll FREMONT QUEST TO WIN AZ
Mischalands Calvin/Fremont Hot Property
4 years 6 months - 6l cm - top size female nice pigment on face eyes are dark, ears are a little
wide set left one looks a little soft, very good backline, nice length and ay of the croup, good
angulation of the fore and hindquarter and good forechest development would like a little
better colour and deeper colour, firm ad dry, moved very well and retained her lines.

12 KUIRAU OCEANIA AZ
Aimsway Abacus/Kuirau Jubilation
3 years 6 months - 62 cm - large female with very nice head and expression, nice pigment on
the head, lovely dark eye, nice neck into wither, nice backline, length of croup looks good but
is steep, the upper arm is of desired length could be better angled, very good hindquarter,
nice middle piece, correct in proportions, turned out in nice condition coat wise, ears are a
little closely set, moved well.
13 KIRAU PERFECT LINK AZ
Kuirau Lincholn/Kuirau Nice N Easy
2 yearsll months - 60 cm - nice female with very good head and expression, nice pigment on
the head and very nice dark eye, nice neck into wither very good backline croup of good
length but slightly steep, upper arm is slightly short and steep, very good hindquarter, correct
proportions, firm and dry, moved well held herself together.
14 ANDACHT WIND POWER AZ
Andacht Don Pedro/Andacht Wind Starke
3 years 6 months - 58.5 cm - nice medium size, medium strong, nice pigment on face and
head, nice dark eye, neck is a little upright, good backline and moulding of the croup, upper
arm is slightly short and steep, very good hindquarters, proportions are correct, firm and dry,
moved very well retained her lines.
15 ICCARA LONG KISS GOODNIGHT AZ
Iccara Undercover Agent/Icara Bootylicious
2 years 8 months - 60 cm - top size female, lovely pigmentation on the head, lovely dark
eyes, very good backline, croup good length and lay, upper arm is of good length but should
have more angle, very good hindquarters, good forechest development, colour could be a
little bit stronger, good proportions, normal withers, gaited well retained her lines.
16 SUNHAZE CHICAGO HOPE AZ
Sunhaze Gangster/Sunhaze Taylor Made
5 years 8 months - 59 cm - a bit above medium size of very good medium strength with a very
good head and expression, nice neck into wither, correct backline, croup is slightly short and
steep moulds into the backline well, very good angulation of the fore and hindquarters, just a
fraction stretched in proportions, firm and dry, moves well within herself and maintained her
lines.
17 SUNDANEKA BURMUDA ROSE AZ
Uras Trafalga/Sundaneka Tulua
4 years 6 months - 59.5 cm - above medium size, good medium strength, good head, nice
neck into wither, nice backline, croup of good length looks a little bit steep but moulds into the
backline, upper arm is of good length could be better angled, very good hindquarters, slightly
stretched proportions, nice dark eyes, bit of a chip out of left ear, firm and dry and turned out
in nice coat and condition, moved at nice steady gait but could retain her wither a little better.
18 LILLI V TROMPETERSPRUNG a ED
Pakros d'Ulmental/Ronja Bottroper Grenze
2 years l month - 60.5 cm - top size female with good head and expression, medium colour
eye, good backline, croup is of good length but a little steep, length of upper arm good but
could be better angled, very good hindquarters, correct proportions firm and dry, moved well
just about good enough wither.
19 CH.FLETA PRIDES LOUISA CCD AZ
Brezlin Levitate/Fleta Vella
3 years 2 months - 58 cm - medium size medium strong very good head and expression nice
dark eye, nice pigment on the face, nice angle of neck into wither, very good backline, croup
of good length a fraction steep, upper arm is of good angle could be longer, very good
hindquarters, very good coat and condition, correct proportions, just about kept enough wither
in movement.
20 AMSTELPELS ANEKA AZ
Aimsway Abacus/Turnberry Shirley
2 years 8 months - 59 cm - above medium size, medium strong, nice dark eyes, good head
and expression, firm back, croup is slightly short and steep but well moulded, upper arm is
slightly short and steep, very good hindquarter angulation, proportions are correct, firm ad
dry, should be a little bit more stronger in black pigment, moved well

CHALLENGE BITCH - CH. ALDAINA BIJANKA AZ
RESERVE BITCH - VECIA VAN NOORT (GMY)
BABY PUPPY DOG - GRADED VERY PROMISING
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

FREEVALE NOTHING TOO SERIOUS
ADUELE ICEMAN
SUNHAZE POKER CHIP
JAKNELL JAMES BOND
SUNDANEKA QUEST FOR KING
FREEVALE NOTHING BUT THE BEST
STEINHUEGAL BILLY THE KID

MINOR PUPPY DOG - GRADED VERY PROMISING
1
2
3
4
5
6

ELANTRA BASKO
ANDACHT CAYOS NORIS
SCHNEEBERG KUSTOM INK
KUIRAU TRAVIS
SUNHAZE EASY RIDER
KUIRAU TRENT

PUPPY DOG - GRADED VERY PROMISING
1
2
3
4
5

KELINPARK TRAVELLIIN MAN
SIOBAHN KENTUCKY
NARATHOR JAZZ DRUMMER
ARKKU DUCATI
STEINHUEGEL ANZAC

JUNIOR DOG - GRADED VERY GOOD
1 CH.FREEVALE CAUSIN CHAOS AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Eigenshaft Regal Flame
18 months - 65 cm - top size male with very good head and expression, very good masculine
strength, nice neck into his wither, very good backline, good length and lay of the croup upper
arm is of good length angle could be a fraction better, very good development of the forechest
very good hindquarters, correct proportions, firm and dry, moved very well at all speeds and
maintained his lines.
2 AMBALA TOBLARONE
Cayos Noriswand/Ambala All That Jazz
13 months - 64.5 cm - medium size, medium strong male with very good head and
expression, good backline dropping away a little in stance, croup is slightly short and steep,
upper arm slightly short and steep, very good hindquarter angulation, correct middle piece,
presented in nice coat and condition, moved well and retained his lines.
3 FREMONT WET WEILLY AZ
As Du Domaie Du Val D'Aulnoy
15 months - 64.5 cm - dog slightly above medium size, medium strong, strong head with good
expression, eyes should be darker, very good backline, croup is of good length but slightly
steep, good angulation of fore and hindquarter, firm and dry, good proportions, nice coat and
condition, friendly temperament, moved very well and retained his lines.
4 CONKASHA QUANTAM RAIDER
Joanchell Condor/Conkasha Vanta
16 months - 64.5 cm - male standing just above medium size, medium strong, medium strong
head with good expression, muzzle could be stronger, neck is a little upright in stance, very
good backline, croup is normal, tail set just drops off a little, upper arm is a little short and
steep, very good hindquarter angulation, correct middle piece, correct proportions, firm and
dry, lovely pigment, lovely dark eyes, moved okay when he settled just maintains wither.

5 ANDACHT I AM LEGEND
Cayos Noriswand/Turnberry Super Impose
17 months - 67.5 cm - very large dog with good head and expression, very good backline,
croup is a little short and steep, very good length of forearm the angle is quite good, nice
development of forechest, very good hindquarters, correct proportions, turned out in very
good coat and conditon, moved very well and retained his lines.
INTERMEDIATE DOG - GRADINGS - VERY GOOD
1 SCHNEERBERG FIRE STORM AZ
Schneerberg Jose Cuervo/Schneeberg Pure Charm
19 months - 64 cm - double Pl upper right - nice dog, male of just above medium size of very
good medium strength, very good head and expression with good backline, croup of good
length, slightly steep, upper arm is slightly short and steep, very good hindquarters, shown in
mint condition coat wise, moved very very powerful and with ease and retained his line.
2 DURNSTEIN CAPTAIN KIRK AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Durnstein Zensation
22 months 64.5 cm - a dog slightly above medium size of very good medium strength with
very good head and expression, good backline, croup is of quite good length and lay, fairly
good upper arm slightly short could be better angled, very good hindquarters, correct
proportions, firm and dry, very good pigmentation, very nice gait and held his lines.
3 FREEVALE SWEET LACHLAN AZ
Aimsway Stone Cold/Freevale Crazy for Love
2 years 5 months - 65.5 cm - top size male with very good head and expression, in the stance
he holds his neck a little upright, very good backline, croup is slightly short and steep but is
well moulded very good angulation of the fore and hindquarters, a fraction more angle on the
forehand is required but it is of good length, good development of the forechest, nice pigment
and markings, presented in very very good condition coat wise, firm and dry, steps very close
behind, very very good movement maintains his lines shows much harmony.
4 SUNHAZE OUTRAGIOUS AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Lyca
23 months 65 cm - above medium size strong male with very good head and expression,
very good backline, croup of good length but loos steep, upper arm of good length should e
better angled, very good hindquarters, very good proportions, very good coat and condition
nice pigmentation, very nice easy gait retained his lines.
5 DELLAHUND PARTY PRIZE AZ
Dellahund Desert Driver/Dellahund High N Posh
23 months - 65.5 cm - top size male of very rich pigmentation, very good head and
expression long neck into the wither very good backline croup is of quite good length but
slightly steep has good angulation of the fore and hindquarters, quite good chest development
very good strength of body, proportions are correct, very good coat and condition, moved well
and retained his lines.
6 KUIRAU QUINLAN AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Kuirau Fantasia
2 years 4 months - 64 cm - nice medium size male with very good head and expression, very
pleasing general appearance, very good neck into his wither, very good backline, croup is of
medium length and lay, very good angulation of the fore and hindquarters, firm and dry, nice
proportions, very good coat and condition, very nice pigment, he moved okay in fits and starts
retained his lines could have put a bit more into his movement.
7 ANDACHT ARMANDO AZ
Andacht Don Pedro/Andacht Quina
22 months - 65.5 cm - a dog of top size, very good medium strength very good backline,
croup is short and steep, upper arm of good length could be a fraction better angled, very
good hindquarters, correct proportions, firm and dry, nice pigmentation, moved very well but
the croup looked short and steep on the move.

8 SUNDANEKA JETSTRAM AZ
Sundaneka Ned Kelly/Sundaneka Bonnie Belle
23 1/2 months - 66 cm - big dog, very masculine head with a good expression, very good
backline, well presented, croup slightly short and steep, upper arm is slightly short and steep,
very good hindquarter angulation, correct proportions, firm and dry, moved very well and
retained his lines.
9 SCHEER SAGE
Aimsway Stone Cold/Scheer Absinth
21 months - 64.5 cm - male of just above mediums size of nice medium strength, strong head
with good expression, very good backline, croup is short and steep but is well moulded, upper
arm is slightly short and steep very good hindquarters, correct proportions, turned out in fair
condition and coat, very good pigment, moves well, firm and dry, a little happy with his tail,
moved sufficiently but needs to settle.
OPEN DOG - GRADED EXCELLENT - l UNGRADED
1 CH.KWINT V JUERIKSTALL (NDL) aZ
Levis di Fassombrone/Perry Arjakjo
5 years - 64 cm - slightly above medium size of very good medium strength, very good head
and expression, very good backline, good lay and length of croup, good angulation of the fore
and hindquarters,correct proportions, good middle piece, very good pigmentation and very
good coat and condition, dark eye, moves very well retained his lines.
2 LASHADAS ACE OF HEARTS AZ
Iccara Undercover Agent/Spellbinder Kellys Pride
2 years 8 months - 66 cm - top size male with very good head and expression, very good
pigmentation of the head, very good backline, croup is of good length slightly steep, upper
arm is short and steep, very good hindquarters, nice pigment, firm and dry, moved very well.
3 FREMONT TOO HOT TO HANDLE AZ
Nujaclyn Latin Dancer/Fremont Quest to 'win
2 years 4 months - 64 cm - slightly above medium size, medium strength, very good head and
expression and very good pigmentation of the head, good length and lay of the croup, very
good angulation of the fore and hindquarters, just falls away slightly in the backline, very good
proportions, very nice pigment, dry and firm, very good coat and condition, slightly close
away, moves very well within himself and retained his lines.
4 CH.GLENBALA FULL IMPACT AZ
Fanto Team Fiemerck/Glenbala Wild Impact
4 years 5 months - 64.5 cm - a dog of very good correct size and strength, very good head
and expression, very good backline, very good length of croup angle could be a little better,
very good angulation of the fore and hindquarters, correct middle piece, turned out in very
good coat condition, moved very well and retained his lines.
5 WILLMAURS COCKNEY BILL
Sannjessa Crusty Demon/Rodatt Zena
2 years ll months - 64.5 cm - above medium size of very good medium strength very good
head and expression very good backline croup is of good length but steep upper arm is
slightly short and steep very good hindquarters correct proportions shown in lovely coat and
condition, moves very well retained his lines
6 ANDACHT DON PEDRO AZ
Andacht Shakespear/Turnberry Super Impose
6 years 5 months - 66 cm - top size male, very good medium strength, very good head and
expression, nice carriage of his head, very good backline, croup slightly short and steep, quite
good length of upper arm should be better angled, very good hindquarters, proportions are
correct, firm and dry, in good coat and condition, runs very well just retains his wither
7 DELLAHUND KICK ATINALONG AZ
Uras Trafalga/Dellahund Unique Harmony
3 years 5 months - 64 cm - very well pigmented just above medium size male, with a very
good head and expression, very good backline, croup is of good length but steep, upper arm
is slightly short and steep, very good hindquarters, correct proportions, shown in lovely coat
and condition, moves very well retained his lines.

8 CH.ALNCRYS TRACKER AZ
Gagarin Bad Boll/Alncrys Leezel
4 years 2 months - 65 cm - large dog of very good masculinity, lovely head and expression,
very good neck into his wither, very good backline, croup is of good length slightly steep, very
good angulation of the fore and hindquarter, very good proportions, very nice pigment, strong
bones, nice coat and condition, moved very well should put a bit more into it
UNGRADED - (withdrew after critiques with permission of judge)
CH. GLENBALA WILD GRAND FINALE AZ
Fanto Team Fiemereck/Glenbala Wild Witch
4 years l month - 68 cm - large male very good head and expression very good neck into his
wither very good backline just falls away a little very good length and lay of the croup the
upper arm is slightly short and steep very good hindquarters very good coat condition,
anatomically a very nice dog, moved very well and retained his lines.
CHALLENGE DOG
RESERVE

KWINT v JUERKSTALL
LASHADAS ACE OF HEARTS

General Specials
Best In Show
*Ch. Aldaina Bijanka
Runner Up
* Ch. Kwint v Juerickstall (Ndl
Challenge Bitch
* Ch. Aldaina Bijanka
Reserve Challenge Bitch
Vecia Van Noort (Gmy)
Challenge Dog
* Ch. Kwint v Juerickstall (Ndl)
Reserve Challenge Dog
*Lashadas Ace of Hearts
Best Baby Puppy In Show
Iccara Quelle Beaute
Best Minor Puppy In Show
Elantra Basko
Best Puppy In Show
Kelinpark Travellin Man
Best Junior In Show
Ch Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ
Best Intermediate In Show
Vecia Van Noort (Gmy)
Best Open In Show
Ch. Aldaina Bijanka

Obedience Results
Judge: Mrs L. Dibbin
CCD
1
2
Novice
1
2
Open
1

N Nahas
G Guthrie

Ramorra Montgommery
Andacht Idol

97
95

J Ellis
K & D Northcote

Bolscot Argus
*Ch Fleta Prides Louisa CCD AZ

186
184

Koonski Kennels

Druann Dascha UD

195

Junior Handlers Results
Judge: Mrs Lily Hannan UK
Under 7's
1st Alyssa Gregory
2nd Sara Berechree
7-11
1st Estell McDonald
2nd Maya
3rd Jordan Gregory
12-17
1st Adian Lees
2nd Caleb Lees

Raffle
Raffle was kindly donated by Grant and Kurt Morton and won by Brad Smith

GSDL EASTER CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW & TRIAL
11TH / 12TH April 2009
Judge: Mr. Terry Hannan (UK)

Best in Show winner *Ch. Aldaina Bijanka AZ
OPEN DOG WINNER
DOG CHALLENGE & RUNNER UP IN
SHOW
Ch. Kwint vom Juerikstall (Ndl) aZ

OPEN BITCH WINNER & BITCH
CHALLENGE & BEST IN SHOW

INTERMEDIATE DOG

INTERMEDIATE BITCH & RESERVE
CHALLENGE BITCH
Vecia Van Noort (Gmy)

* Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ

*Ch. Aldaina Bijanka AZ

Photo to come

JUNIOR DOG
Ch. Freevale Causin Chaos AZ

JUNIOR BITCH
Ch Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ

PUPPY DOG
Kelinpark Travellin Man

PUPPY BITCH
Uhllmsdorf Dixie Chick

MINOR PUPPY DOG
Elantra Basko

MINOR PUPPY BITCH
Sunhaze Latte

Photo to come

BABY PUPPY DOG
Freevale Nothing Too Serious

BABY PUPPY BITCH
Iccara Quelle Beaute

Photo to come

Obedience Judge: Mrs L. Dibbin
CCD OBEDIENCE WINNER
NOVICE OBEDIENCE WINNER
Ramorra Montgommery
Bolscot Argus

Photo to come

OPEN OBEDIENCE WINNER
Druann Dascha UD

JUNE 2009 OPEN SHOW RESULTS
JUDGE - FAY STOKES, NSW
BABY PUPPY BITCH - GRADED 1-8 VERY PROMISING 10-11 PROMISING
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
l0
ll

SUNHAZE CHEEZEL (Cayos)
SUNHAZE TWISTIE (Cayos)
DRUANN KATIE (Cyos)
SUNHAZE CRINKLE CUT (Cayos)
JAKNELL JUSTA SPARK (Stone Cold)
ADUELE ICE MAIDEN (Under Cover Agent)
RHAKHANI LOVE CHILD (Rhakani Zabu)
DELLAHUND UNDER WRAPS (Yacko)
MONSIMBEE JAZZANATAZZ (Uras)
AMBERG TIGER LILY (Diego)
SCHEER BROVINIA (Cayos)

MINOR PUPPY BITCH - GRADED 1-9 VERY PROMISING 10 - PROMISING
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
l0

KUIRAU TAKEIRA (Kwint)
SUNHAZE INTIMATE (Cayos)
CONKASHA DAKOTA STAR (Lashadas Xcellento)
SUNDANEKA QUEEN OF HEARTS (Lashadas Ace of Hearts)
RHAKHANI SECRET (Rhakhani Zabu)
SENMORA CLASSIC DESTINY (Dellahund Kic Atinalong)
NICQUISTAR OCTAVIA (Cayos)
CAROBRIA RASCAL (Abacus)
CONKASHA ARTIC ROSE (Mika)
CAROBRIA ROXY (Abacus)

PUPPY BITCH - GRADED 1-9 VERY PROMISING
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

NARATHOR JAZZCINTA (Cayos)
SNHAZE LATTE (Cayos)
ADACHT ZINDI (Don Pedro)
ANDCHT MAGIC WAND (Cayos)
LASHADAS KAHLUA (Karlos)
ALDAINA LETS ELOPE (Uras)
FREMONT YAHTZE (As du Domaine)
TAKIMBRE ZSA ZSA (Lawine Full Impact)
REDHAUS MERCEDES (Welinchas Ozo)

JUNIOR BITCH - GRADED 1-12 VERY GOOD
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
l0
ll
12

CH.FREEVALE CRAZY IN PINK AZ (Cayos)
SUNHAZE POPCORN AZ (Cayos)
FREEVALE TICKLED PINK (Cayos)
AMBERG POPPY (Diego)
SUNDANEKA OKINA (Cayos)
SCNEEBERG NEVA BACK DWN (Lashadas Xhibitionist)
RHAKHANI CHESS (Cayos)
SUNHAZE COCOA POP (Cayos)
FREMONT WILD CHILD AZ (As du Domaine)
SHARDON OH SO BRIGHT (Matrix)
KELINPARK SINNAMON (Cayos)
KUIRAU SHAHERA (Kwint)

INTERMEDIATE BITCH - GRADED 1-14 VERY GOOD
1
2
3
4

ASTERHUND EVANGELINA AZ - (Uras)
SUNHAZE MRSHMELLO AZ - (Cayos)
ALDAINA BRONACK AZ - (Caprio)
CH.SCHNEEBERG OSO ENCHANTIN AZ (Schneerberg Pure Talent)

5
6
7
8
9
l0
ll
12
13
14

LORCJBERG ACITE BEAUTY - (Glenbala Wild Grand Finale)
SUNDANEKA IZZY STARDUST AZ - (Orpheus)
AMBERG MISS DAISY BOO AZ - (Diego)
KUIRAU RUBY AZ - (Cayos)
NARATHOR FINN FEMME FATALE AZ - (Glenbala Wild Grand Finale)
DELLAHUND ONE TOO FANCY AZ -( Dellahund High N Mighty)
SENMORA ALL ABOUT MAGIC AZ - (Dellahund Desert Driver)
DURNSTEIN CHAMPAGNE AZ - (Cayos)
CONKASHA XENA AZ (Uras)
ANDACHT I AM LEGEND - (Cayos)

OPEN BITCH - GRADED 1-13 EXCELLENT 14-17 VERY GOOD
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
l0
ll
12
13
14
15
16
17

KARMAY KOKODA AZ - (Ch Ambala Caprio)
ANDACHT SUPEF FORTRESS AZ - (Unox)
SEIGEN YLANG YLANG AZ - (Eisenland Fernando)
SUNHAZE ANIQUE AZ - (Caprio)
SUNDANEKA CALYPSO QUEEN AZ - (Abacus)
RUFSTONE BLACK PEARL AZ - (Bacchus)
SUNDANEKA BURMUDA ROSE AZ - (Uras)
KUIRAU OCEANIA AZ - (Abacus)
KUIRAU PERFECT LINK AZ - (Kuirau Limcoln)
FREMONT TOO DARN HOT AZ - (Latin Dancer)
ICCARA LONGKISS GOODNITE AZ - (Undercover Agent)
ANDACHT OLIVIA AZ - (Andacht Shales[ear_)
BEMBOKA EVENING STAR az - (Conkasha Oksana)
COSSAVAE RHAPSODY AZ - (Diego)
CH.FLETA PRIDES LOUISA AZ - (Brezlin Levitate)
VONPETA DIPSTICK AZ -(Gigolo)
DREPESH ROYAL SOVEREIGN - (Uras)

BEST BITCH
RUNNER UP

KARMAY KOKODA
ANDACHT SUPER FORTRESS

BABY PUPPY DOG - GRADED - 1-5 VERY PROMISING - 6 - PROMISING
1
2
3
4
5
6

FREEVALE NOTHING TOO SERIOUS - (As du Domaine)
SUNHAZE POKER CHIP = (Cayos)
ADUELE ICEMAN - (Undercover Agent)
SCHEER BILLYRIBS - (Cayos)
BOSSFACEFERGUS - (Quarts Danishchof)
JAKNELL JAMES BOND - ('Stone Cold)

MINOR PUPPY DOG - 1-3 VERY PROMISING
1
2
3

ELANTRA BASKO - (Cayos)
SUNDANEKA QUEST FOR KING - (Ace Of Hearts)
KUIRAU TRENT - (Kwint)

PUPPY DOG - 1-3 VERY PROMISING
1
2
3

NARATHOR JAZZ DRUMMER - (Cayos)
ANDACHT CAYO NORIS - (Cayos)
TAKIMBRE ZULU CHIEF - (Full Impact)

JUNIOR DOG - 1-3 VERY GOOD 4-5 GOOD
1
2
3
4
5

FREMONT WET WILLY AZ - (As du Domaine)
CONKASHA QUANTAM RAIDER AZ - (Joanchell Condor)
KELINPARK TRAVELLIN MAN - (Cayos)
SIOBAHN KENTUCKY - (Diego)
ARKKU DUCATI - (Wild Grand Finale)

INTERMEDIATE DOG - 1-10 VERY GOOD
1

SCHNEERBERG FIRE STORM AZ - (Jose Cuervo)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
l0

CH.FREEVALE CAUSIN CHAOS AZ - (Cayos)
DURNSTEIN CAPTAIN KIRK AZ - (Cayos)
DELLAHUND PARTY PRIZE AZ - (Desert Driver)
ANDACHT ARMANDO AZ -(Don Pedro)
ANDACHT I AM LEGEND - (Cayos)
SEIGEN GIVE IT TO ME AZ - (Undercover Agent)
BOSSFACE BLAIRGOWRIE AZ - (Crajendo Legacy)
SUNDANEKA JETSTREAM - (Ned Kelly)
KUIRAU QINLAN AZ - (Cayos)

OPEN DOG - 1-10 EXCELLENT 11-12 VERY GOOD
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
l0
ll
12

FREMONT TOO HOT TO HANDLE AZ - (Latin Dancer)
AS DU DOMAINE DU VAL d'AULNOY (IMP FR)
FREEVALE SWEET LACHLAN AZ - (Stone Cold)
ANSELOT vom SCHWARZAUGEN (GMY)
SUNHAZE OUTRAGIOUS AZ- (Cayos)
ADUELE FORTUNE HUNTER AZ - (Latin Dancer)
DELLAHUND KICATINALONG AZ - (Uras)
NARATHOR JAZZ WAHN DANE AZ - (aSTANA yWO)
CH. GLENBALA FULL IMPACT AZ - (Fanto)
CH. ALNCRYS TRACKER AZ - (Gagarin)
KELINPARK QUASAR AZ - (Cayos)
CH.MONTARGE ISLE LITTLE GUS AZ - (Schardon Grandmaster)

BEST DOG
RUNNER UP

FREMONT TOO HOT TO HANDLE AZ
SCHNEERBERG FIRE STORM AZ

BEST IN SHOW
RUNNER UP

*KARMAY KOKODA AZ
*ANDACHT SUPER FORTRESS AZ

BABY PUPPY
MINOR PUPPY
PUPPY
JUNIOR
INTERMEDIATE
OPEN

FREEVALE NOTHING TOO SERIOUS
KUIRAU TAKEIRA
NARATHOR JAZZCINTA
CH.FREEVALE CRAZY IN PINK AZ
SCHNEERBERG FIRE STORM AZ
KARMAY KOKODA AZ

OBEDIENCE RESULTS JUNE OPEN SHOW RESULTS
JUDGE - MR K SPEED NSW
CCD
1. N. Nahas with Ramorra Montgommery (93 points)
NOVICE
1. K&D Northcote with *Ch. Fleta Prides Louisa A Z CCD (195 points)
2. J&N Senior with Conkasha Pierce Z CCD (173 points)
UTILITY
1. G. Mavromichalis with T.Ch. Rhakhani Odyssey AZ OC (189 points)

JUNIOR HANDLERS RESULTS
JUDGE: MR KEN NORTHCOTTE
7-11
1st Courtney Bryant
2nd Caitlin Reilly
3rd Rebecca Aliverti
4th Estelle McDonald
12-17
1st Stephanie Johnson
Tiny Tots
1st Adam McDonald
2nd Kaylee Allen

GSDL JUNE OPEN SHOW
6th June, 2009

OPEN DOG WINNER
BEST DOG

Judge: Mrs Fay Stokes
OPEN BITCH WINNER & BEST BITCH &
BEST IN SHOW

*Fremont Too Hot To Handle AZ

* Karmay Kokoda AZ

INTERMEDIATE DOG
* Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ

INTERMEDIATE BITCH
*Asterhund Evangelina AZ

JUNIOR DOG
Fremont Wet Willy AZ

JUNIOR BITCH
Ch Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ

PUPPY DOG
Narathor Jazz Drummer

PUPPY BITCH
Narathor Jazzcinta

MINOR PUPPY DOG
Elantra Basko

MINOR PUPPY BITCH
Kuirau Takeira

BABY PUPPY DOG
Freevale Nothing Too Serious

BABY PUPPY BITCH
Sunhaze Cheezel

Obedience Judge: Mr K Speed
CCD OBEDIENCE WINNER
NOVICE OBEDIENCE WINNER
Ramorra Montgommery

Ch. Fleta Prides Louisa A Z CCD

UTILITY OBEDIENCE WINNER
T.Ch. Rhakhani Odyssey AZ OC

Official photos supplied by ffiona Erskine 0411 116787
www.simplesite.com/ffirephoto Email ffirephoto@live.com

Show Sponsors
We would like to thank the following for sponsoring the June GSDL Show

PETstock Animal Supplies Penrith
Shop 1, 61-79 Henry Street
Penrith N.S.W. 2750
Phone 4721 4842
Email penrith@petstock.com.au

PETstock Animal Supplies Bella Vista
1a, 4-6 Celebration Drive
Bella Vista N.S.W.
Phone: 8824 9395
Email: bellavista@petstock.com.au

ffiona Erskine
Photographer and Digital Artist
0411 116787
www.simplesite.com/ffirephoto Email ffirephoto@live.com

NSW STATE BREED ASSESSMENT & MOCK OBEDIENCE TRIALS, 1st & 2nd AUGUST, 2009
CONFORMATION JUDGES:
Open Dog - Graeme Stevenson
Open Bitch – Karen Hedberg
Intermediate Dog – Fay Stokes
Intermediate Bitch- Peter Kotevich
Junior Dog - Reg Bonello
Junior Bitch – Terry Jarvis
Puppy Dog - Terry Jarvis
Puppy Bitch - Reg Bonello
Minor Dog - Ken Northcote
Minor Bitch - Fay Stokes
Baby Dog - Peter Kotevich
Baby Bitch – Ken Northcote

Baby Bitch
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

3
5
2
4
1
6
7
8

G&K Stevenson
J Widejko
Angwin/Gale
G&K Stevenson
M Knapton
J Widejko
J Widejko
Angwin/Gale

Sundaneka Safari Queen
Schneebeg Ultimately Exotoic
Sunhaze Infuzion
Sundaneka Scandalous
Heiko Eliminate
Schneeberg Ultimately Chic
Schneeberg Dirty Secrets
Sunhaze Insanity

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

Senmora Classic Destiny
Sunhaze Cheezel
Conkasha Dakota Star
Druann Katie
Sunhaze Crinkle Cut
Aljudan Breeze N Brazen
Steinhuegel Billie Jo
Aduele Ice Maiden
Amberg Tiger Lilly
Monsimbee Jazzanatazz

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

Andacht Zindi
Kuirau Takeira
Sunhaze Intimate
Nicquistar Octavia
Sunhaze Latte
Leishjaclyn Qld Dancer
Sundaneka Queen Of Hearts
Reje Bella

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

Minor Bitch
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

10
17
12
14
16
9
18
15
19
20

J,N,R&A Senior
Angwin/Gale
T Devine
A Mackenzie
Angwin/Gale
A&J Connors
Dumesny/Schultz
G Allen
L Baker
Eaton K/White W

Puppy Bitch
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

22
24
28
26
23
25
27
29

L Reilly
P&D&J Murray
Angwin/Gale
G Jones
Angwin/Gale
J Hitchings
G&K Stevenson
D. Marano

Junior Bitch - Terry Jarvis
Gradings all very good
st

1

2nd

3rd

Andacht Magic Wand - 12months
*Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / *Andacht Olivia A Z
Medium size, medium strong well pigmented expressive bitch of excellent type, good wither firm back, good length
and lay of croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulations, good broad thighs, good fore chest development, good
top and underline, stands correct in front, moves correct coming and going, moves with very good reach and drive,
where the back remains firm in movement, show a willingness to run
Schneeberg Neva Back Dwn -17 months
*Ch Lashadas Xhibitionist AZ / Freevale Jealous Eyes AZ
Large strong substantial bitch of very good type, high wither, very good head and expression, firm back well
pigmented, good length and lay of croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulations, good under chest development
and good fore chest development, broad thighs, good underline, stands correct in front, moves correct coming and
going, moves with very good reach and drive where the back remains firm in movement, show a willingness to run
Sunhaze Coco Pop AZ - 16 1/2 months old
*Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) a Z / *Sunhaze Giselle AZ
Above medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type, very good head and expression, normal wither, firm back,
good length and lay of croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, just good fore chest development, good
underline, stands correct in front, moves correct coming and going, moves with good reach and drive, wither could be
held higher in movement, slight peak in back.

th

4

th

5

th

6

7th

8th

9th

Ambala Candy AZ - 16 ½ months old
*Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / *Ambala All That Jazz AZ
Large strong substantial bitch good head and expression medium eye colour, normal wither firm back, slightly short
slightly steep croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, good fore chest development good top and underline
stands straight in front, moves with hocks close correct in front, moves very good reach and drive with good expansive
gait shown slightly heavy could be just a little firmer overall.
Sunhaze Popcorn AZ 16 ½ months old
*Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / *Sunhaze Giselle AZ
Large medium strong bitch of good type, good head and expression, high wither firm back, good length and lay of
croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, where the upper arm could be better angled, good fore chest
development, slight tuck up in the loin, stands correct in front, moves correct coming and going, good expansive gait
where the back remains firm during movement, would like to see her carrying more condition, presented just a little
light.
Sundaneka Okina – 14 ½ months old
*Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / *Sundaneka Xanadu AZ
Large strong bitch of very good type, very good head and expression, good pigment, good withers, firm back, good
length and lay of croup, broad thighs, good fore and hindquarter angulations, stands correct in front, moves correct
coming and going
Moves with good reach and drive where the back remains firm
Leishjaclyn Prom Dancer 17months old
*Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / Nujaclyn Go Go Dancer AZ
Just above medium size substantial bitch of excellent type, very good head and expression, good pigment, good
wither firm back good croup very good fore and hindquarter angulation, broad thighs, good underline, good fore chest
development stands correct in front moves correct in front hocks could be firmer, moves with very good reach,
powerful drive where the back remains firm, shows a willingness to run.
Steviejosh Star Del Re AZ 14 1/2months old
*Ch Kwint v Juerikstall (Ndl) aZ / *Vanharley Veruschka AZ
Above medium size medium strong bitch of excellent type, very good head and expression, high wither, firm back,
good length and lay of croup, very good fore and hind quarter angulation, broad thigh, very good pigmentation, stands
correct in front moves correct coming and going, moves with good reach and drive, could carry withers higher in gait,
firm back
Freestien Prussion Roulette 15 months old
*Mike v Estherlager (Gmy) aZ / *Otana v Bad Boll (Gmy) aZ
Just above medium size, medium strong bitch of good type, good head and expression
Good withers firm back good length and lay of croup. Good fore and hindquarter angulations stands correct in front,
moves correct coming and going, moves with good reach and drive where the back remains firm.
Intermediate Bitch - Peter Kotevich
Gradings: 1 Very Good Merit, 6 very good
st

1 *Andacht I am Legacy AZ -20 months old
*Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / *Turnberry Super Impose AZ
Above medium size, strong firm dry bitch of very good type with very good feminine expression, very good fore and
hindquarter angulations, good fore chest development, correct top and bottom lines, good wither, firm back, very good
croup, stands correct in front, moves correct coming and going, moves with very good far reaching fluent gait.
2nd Tannalane Dixie Chick AZ - 20months old
*Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / Druann Fantasia AZ
Medium size dry firm bitch of very good proportions, very good feminine expression, stands correct in front, very good
fore and hindquarter angulations, good wither firm back, good croup moves correct coming and going, in movement
shows good ground covering gait. (However this bitch developed a slight limp in the left fore front after prolonged
gaiting)
rd
3 *Andacht I AM Legion AZ - 20months old
*Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / *Turnberry Super Impose AZ
Above medium size strong bitch, very good type very good feminine
expression, good fore chest
development, very good fore and hindquarter angulations, good wither firm back, very good croup, stands correct in
front, in stance shows nice top and bottom line, moves correct coming and going, moves with a very good far reaching
gait.
4th Zentago Back in Step AZ -23 months old
Ch Kwint v Juerikstall (Ndl) aZ /Ch Eigenschaft Mystic Step CDX ET AZ
Large dry firm bitch, very good proportions, very good feminine expression good fore and very good hindquarter
angulations, stands correct in front, good wither, firm back, very good croup, nice top and bottom line, moves correct
coming and going, moves with very good ground covering gait.

th

5 *Amberg Poppy AZ - 19 months old
*Diego v Hasseltal (Gmy) aZ / Amberg Java AZ
Large Bitch, medium strong dry bitch, of still good proportions, good type, very good head and expression, stands
correct in front, good fore and hindquarter angulation where the upper arm could be slightly longer and better angled,
good wither, firm back, good croup, moves correct coming and going, good ground covering gait where the drive is
better than the reach
th
6 *Sundaneka Mystique A - 19 months old
*Ch Sannjesa Crusty Demon AZ / *Sundaneka Burmuda Rose AZ
Medium size, medium strong dry feminine bitch of good type, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, stands
correct in front where the pasterns could be firmer, correct top and underlines, good wither, firm back, croup could be
slightly longer, moves correct coming and going, good ground covering gait whereby the bitch should show more
enthusiasm to run.
7th *Senmora All About Magic AZ -23 months old
*Delahund Desert Driver AZ / Conkasha Wicked Princess AZ
Above medium size medium strong bitch of still good proportions, nice top and bottom lines, stands not quite correct in
front, very good fore and hindquarter angulations, good wither, croup could be slightly longer, slightly close going
correct coming, whereby the back becomes somewhat unruly due to the excess weight the bitch is carrying today,
good effective ground covering gait.
OPEN BITCH - JUDGE - DR. K. HEDBERG
GRADED - 1-6 EXCELLENT MERIT - 7- 22 EXCELLENT
1
*AMBALA ALL THAT JAZZ AZ
Ambala Caprio/Ambala Show Doll
6 years ll months - Large, medium strong, slightly stretched bitch of very good type, very good top and underline, with
good head and expression, good wither, firm back, very good length and lay of the croup, very good fore and
hindquarter angulation, upper arm whilst of very good length just slightly steep, very good chest proportions, very good
underline. Steps close behind, correct in front, slightly loose in the elbows. During movement shows very good
expansive movement maintaining powerful drive, very good reach, maintains very good topline during movement.
2
*ANDACHT OLIVIA AZ
Andacht Shakespear/Andacht Palme
5 years ll months - Standing on the upper limit of size - large medium strong richly pigmented and coloured bitch of
very good type and very good height to length proportions, very good head and expression, good wither, firm back,
very good length and lay of the croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, the upper arm whilst of very good
length is steep, good chest proportions, slightly short underchest, steps correct front and rear, just slightly loose
elbows, very good topline. During movement shows very good ground covering gait, powerful
drive, reach could be just slightly more expansive at fast gait.
3
*ANDACHT SUPER FORTRESS AZ
Unox Aduct/Andacht Spearitt
4 1/2 years - Large, medium strong very well coloured and pigmented bitch of excellent type, very good head and
expression, good wither, firm back, very good length and lay of the croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulation,
upper arm whilst of very good length is steep, good chest proportions, steps correct front and rear. During movement
shows very good expansive ground covering movement with balanced reach and powerful drive very good top and
underline, the reach could be slightly more expansive at the fast gait.
4
*SUNHAZE ANIQUE AZ
Ambala Caprio/Sunhaze Giselle
4 years - well above medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched bitch of very good proportions, very good head
and expression, good wither firm back, very good length and lay of the croup, very good fore and slightly deep
hindquarter angulation, upper arm whilst of very good length just slightly steep, steps slightly close behind, correct in
front. During movement shows very good expansive movement with very good reach and drive.
5
*FREMONT QUEST TO WIN AZ
Mischalands Calvin/Fremont Hot Property
5 years 9 months - Large, medium strong slightly stretched bitch of very good type, very good head and expression,
level wither, firm back, slightly short but well laid croup, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, upper arm
could be slightly longer and better angled, very good chest proportions, steps correct behind slightly loose elbows,
slightly deep chest proportions. During movement shows very good ground covering movement powerful drive
however the wither should remain higher.
6
*SEIGEN YLANG YLANG AZ
Eisenland Fernando/Seigen Ygrane
3 years l0 months -Above medium size, medium strong just slightly stretched bitch of very good type, very good head
and expression, good wither, firm back, good length and lay of the croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulation,
the upper arm could be just a fraction longer and better angled, very good chest proportions, very good top and
underline. During movement shows very good expansive gait powerful drive maintains a very good topline, would like
to see reach just a fraction more expansive in the fast gait.

EXCELLENTS
1
*ALDAINA BRONACK AZ
Ambala Caprio/Aldaina Bijanka
2 years 4 months - large medium strong slightly stretched bitch of very good type, high wither firm back, good length of
croup just slightly steep, very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation, upper arm whilst of very good length
is steep, steps slightly close behind, slightly loose in elbows. During movement shows a very good ground covering
movement with expansive hindquarter drive, maintains a very good topline with very good reach.
2
*SUNHAZE MARSHMELLO AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Giselle
2 years 5 months - Large, medium strong, slightly stretched bitch of very good type, high wither firm back, good length
of croup slightly steep, very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation upper arm whilst of very good length is
steep. Steps close behind slightly loose elbows. During movement shows a very good movement maintaining very
expansive powerful drive, maintains very good topline with very good reach.
3
*TANNALANE LAKOTA BELLE AZ
Ambala Caprio/Druann Fantasia
3 years 3 months - Stands on the upper limit of size - large, strong, substantial bitch of very good type and slightly
stretched proportions, very good head and expression, high wither firm back very good length and lay of the croup,
very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation, upper arm whilst of very good length is just slightly steep, well
coloured and pigmented, steps correct behind, slightly loose elbows. Very good far reaching expansive powerful
drive, reach could be just slightly more effective at the fast gait.
4
*SCHNEERBERG OSO ENCHANTIN AZ
Schneerberg Pure Talent/Freevale Jealous Eyes
3 years l0 months - well above medium size, medium strong just slightly stretched bitch of very good type, very good
head and expression, slightly upright neck, good wither, firm back, very good length and lay of the croup, very good
fore and hindquarter angulation, upper arm could be slightly longer and better angled, very good chest proportions,
steps correct front and rear, slightly loose elbows. During movement shows very good ground covering movement
good powerful drive, would like to see the reach more expansive and the wither to be remain slightly higher.
5
*SUNDANEKA IZZY STARDUST AZ
Orpheus Krauterweise/Sundaneka Tulua
2 years 6 months - large, medium strong bitch of very good type, very good height to length
proportions, very good head and expression, good wither, firm back, good length and lay of the croup, very good fore
and hindquarter angulation. Shows very good ground covering movement, good balanced gait, very good reach and
drive maintains a very good backline.
6
*CH.ZENTAGO NU VOGUE AZ
Eigenschaft Heartbreaker/Eigenschaft Mystic Step
3 years l month - above medium size, medium strong slightly stretched bitch of very good type, very good head and
expression, good wither, firm back, slightly short but very well laid croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulation,
upper arm whilst of very good length is slightly steep, good forechest development ,slightly short underchest, very
good topline. During movement shows very good ground covering gait powerful drive reach could be slightly free-er at
the fast gait.
7
*SUNDANEKA CALYPSO QUEEN AZ
Aimsway Abacus/Sundaneka Xanadu
4 years 6 months - Medium size, medium strong slightly stretched bitch of very good type, very good head and
expression, good wither, firm back slightly short but well laid croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, upper
arm whilst of very good length is slightly steep, steps slightly close behind, correct in front slightly loose elbows. During
movement shows very good ground covering gait, powerful drive, reach should be slightly more expansive.
8
*SUNDANEKA BURMUDA ROSE AZ
Uras Trafalga/Sundaneka Tulua
4 years 7 months - well above medium size, medium strong, very good height to length proportions, good wither, firm
back and slightly short but well laid croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, upper arm whilst of good length
is steep, steps correct front and rear slightly loose elbows. During movement shows powerful drive, very good reach,
maintained good topline.
9
*SUNDANEKA FRENCH KISS AZ
Orpheus Krauterweise/Sundaneka Xanadu
3 years 5 months - large, medium strong very good height to length proportions, good head and expression, high
withers, firm back, slightly short but well laid croup, very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation, upper arm
whilst of good length is steep, steps close behind slightly loose elbows, steps narrow in front. During movement
shows very good ground covering gait, powerful drive, slightly restricted reach in the fast gait.
l0
*FREMONT TOO DARN HOT AZ
Nujaclyn Latin Dancer/Fremont Quest To Win
2 years 6 months - medium size, medium strong very good height to length proportions, very good head and
expression, level wither, firm back, very good length and lay of the croup, upper arm could be slightly longer and better
angled, very good hindquarter angulation, steps correct front and rear, slightly loose elbows. During movement shows
very good ground covering gait, powerful drive, maintains a good topline, would like to see reach more expansive at
fast gait.

11
*AMSTELELS ANEKA AZ
Aimsway Abacus/Turnerry Sherley
3 years l month - well above medium size, mediuim strong, slightly stretched proportions, very good type, very good
head and expression, good wither, firm back, slightly short but well laid croup, very good fore and slightly deep
hindquarter angulation, upper arm should be slightly longer and better angled, During movement shows very good
ground covering gait maintains good backline and powerful drive, the reach should be more expansive.
12
*BEMBOKA EVENING STAR AZ
Conkasha Oksana/Bemboka Cayla
5 years 1 month - large, medium strong bitch of very good height to length proportions, good head and expression,
good wither, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, upper arm
whilst of good length is steep, very good chest proportions, steps correct front and rear, slightly loose elbows. Shows
very good ground covering gait, powerful drive, reach should be more expansive at the fast gait.
13
*ANDACHT WIND POWER AZ
Andacht Don Pedro/Andacht Wind Starke
4 years l0 months - just above medium size, medium strong slightly stretched bitch of very good type, very good head
and expression, level wither, firm back, short and slightly steep croup, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation,
upper arm is slightly short and steep, good forechest proportions, short underchest, steps correct behind slightly loose
in elbow. During movement shows good ground covering gait, powerful drive, slight restriction in the reach, would like
to see her wither remain higher during movement.
14
*ANDACHT SPANISH EYES AZ
Andacht Don Pedro/Andacht Supor Nina
2 years 5 months - well above medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched bitch, very good head and expression,
good withers, firm back, slightly short but well laid croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, upper arm could
be slightly longer and better angled, steps slightly close behind, correct in front. During movement shows good ground
covering gait, powerful drive, reach should be more expansive at the fast gait.
15
*CONKASHA XENA AZ
Uras Trafalga/Conkasha Tatiana
3 years 1 month - medium size, medium strong, stretched bitch of good type, very good head and expression, level
wither, firm back, slightly short but well laid croup, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, upper arm could
be longer and better angled, slightly deep chest proportions, steps correct behind, slightly loose elbows. During
movement shows good ground covering gait, powerful drive, however the wither should remain higher and the reach
be more effective at the fast gait.
16
*COSSAVANE RHAPSODY AZ
Diego Hasseltal/Unshaus High N Mighty
2 years - standing on the upper limit of size - large, strong, substantial bitch slightly stretched in proportions, very good
head and expression, high wither, firm back, good length of croup but slightly steep, very good fore and hindquarter
angulation, upper arm whilst very good length is steep, maximum depth chest proportions, steps correct going away,
slightly loose elbows. During movement shows powerful drive, maintains her good topline, reach could be more
expansive at fast gait.

Baby Dog
1
2
3
4

77
81
80
79

M Knapton
J Widejko
K O'Toole
J Raab

Heiko Maximus Kyos
Schneeberg Dirty Deeds
Lawine Erasmus
Amberg Unkas

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

Angwin/Gale
J Tucker
Dumesny/Schultz
G Allen

Sunhaze Poker Chip
Scheer Billyrimba
Steinhuegal Billy The Kid
Aduele Iceman

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

Elantra Basko
Tannalane Chamois
Sundaneka Quest For King

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

Minor Dog
1
2
3
4

83
85
84
82

Puppy Dog
1
2
3

87 B&K Smith
86 J.I. Wilks
88 G & K Stevenson

JUNIOR DOG - MR. R. BONELLO
GRADED - 1-5 VERY GOOD
1
SIOBAHN KENTUCKY
Diego Hasseltal/Sioban Panache
16 months - Double Pl upper right - large dog, strong and substantial, very good colouring, good masking, very good
head and expression, very good proportions, standing with high wither, good topline, croup slightly short and slightly
steep. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front, shows good underline, steps correct both
front and rear, elbows could be firmer. Very good reach and drive, moved free-er during prolonged exercise retaining
a firm back.
2.
AMBALA TOBLARONE AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Ambala All That Jazz
17 months - large, very good head and expression, medium eye colour, very good high wither, good topline, croup
slightly short and slightly steep, very good hindquarter angulation, very good forehand angulation, good underline,
stands correct in front, steps correct front and rear. Moves with a far reaching gait maintaining a very good topline.
3.
ANDACHT CAYO NORIS
Cayos Noriswand/Andacht Olivia
12 1/2 months - above medium size, very good head and expression, eye colour could be darker. Stand with high
wither, good topline, short slightly steep croup, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, good length of foreleg,
good depth in the forechest for age, stands correct in front, steps correct front and rear, elbow connection could be
tighter Very good reach and drive, forward reach should be somewhat more pronounced., maintains a very good
topline.
4
STEINHUEGEL ANZAC
Sannjesa Crusty Demon/Uhlmsdorf Zodiac Flyer
13 months - double Pl upper left - above mediums size, very good height to length proportions very good colour and
markings, eye should be darker, stands with high wither, good topline, slightly short slightly steep croup, very good
hind angulation, upper arm of good length but could be better angled, good length of foreleg, good forechest
development, steps correct at rear elbow connection could be firmer Very good reach and drive, forehand reach
should be more pronounced, maintains good topline.
5
KHAYEM ERASMUS AZ
Andacht Don Pedro/Freevale Play For Keeps
17 months - large dog, very good height to length proportions, strong masculine head, eye could be darker, good
masking, stands with normal wither, good backline, croup could be longer, very good hindquarter angulation, good
forehand angulation, stands straight in front, hocks and elbows could be firmer. Good overall movement reach could
be more pronounced, good topline.

INTERMEDIATE DOG - JUDGE - MRS. F. STOKES
GRADED - l VERY GOOD MERIT - 2-6 VERY GOOD
1
*SCHNEERBERG FIRE STORM AZ
Scheer Jose Cuervo/Schneerberg Pure Charm
23 months - Double Pl upper right - correct medium size, medium strong, sable dog of excellent type and proportions,
very good masculine head with desired dark eye,
high wither, firm back and well moulded croup. Very good angulations of the fore and hindquarter with good broad
thighs, Very good fore and underchest. Stands correct in front and steps correct front and rear. In movement shows
free flowing far reaching movement with powerful hindquarter drive and absolute balanced movement at the walk and
gait. The dog presents much harmony both in stance and movement.
2
VLADIMIR CHICKA WAH WAH AZ
Uras Trafalga/Vladimir Olymp Brook
20 months - above medium size, strong, stretched, sable dog of very good type and still good proportions. Very strong
masculine head with dark eye, slightly loose lips. Stands with level wither, firm back and well laid croup. Very good
fore and hindquarter angulation, very good fore and underchest. Stands correct in front, steps correct at rear, slightly
loose elbows. Shows far reaching ground covering movement but he should carry his wither higher in movement and
the dog should be a little firmer overall.
3
*ANDACHT I AM LEGEND AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Turnberry Super Impose
20 months - Large, medium strong, richly coloured dog of very good type and proportions with a very good head and
expression ideally the eye could be a little darker. Level wither, firm back and slightly short slightly steep croup. Very
good angulation of the fore and hindquarter with good fore and underchest development and good breadth of thigh.
Stands correct in front, steps correct at rear and elbows still to firm. The dog presents a very nice picture in stance.
During movement shows very good ground covering gait however tends to fall on the forehand during gaiting.The dog
does not present in movement what he does in stance.

4
LEISHJACLYN HAVEL DANCER AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Nujaclyn Go Go Dancer
23 months - Well above medium size, medium strong, stretched dog of very good type, pigment and proportions with a
good head but should have a little more depth of underjaw, dark eye. Stands with high wither, firm back and croup is
well placed but short. Very good angulation of the fore and hindquarter, good fore and underchest. Stands correct in
front and steps correct. Shows very good ground covering movement but would prefer him to maintain his wither line
a little better in movement.
5.
FREMONT WET WILLY AZ
As Du Domaine Du Val D'Aulnoy/Fremont Quest To Win
18 months - medium size, medium strong dog of good type and proportions but should have better pigment and
colour. Good head spoilt by yellow eyes. Level wither, firm back and slightly short croup. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulation however the upper arm should be longer and better angled. Good forechest, slightly short
underchest. Stands correct and steps correct. Shows good movement but should have free-er forehand reach.
6.
CONKASHA QUANTAM RAIDER AZ
Joanchell Condor/Conkasha Vanta
19 months - Medium size, just medium strong, richly coloured dog of good type and proportions. Good head but
should have more depth of underjaw. Level wither, firm back and short croup, good angulation of the forehand but the
upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, steps narrow
at rear and elbows still to firm. Shows good ground covering movement but the dog should show more masculinity.
Open Dog
Mr Graeme Stevenson
Gradings: 2 Excellent Select, 9 Excellent
st

1 *Uras von Trafalga (Gmy) aZ
*Fimo vd Kirchhok “a” / *Iris v Trafalga “a”
7 years old. A medium size strong dog of very good type that is slightly elongated. Very good head and expression
with very good masking and a dark eye. Normal wither placement, firm back and a well laid croup that could be slightly
longer. Good fore quarter and very good hind quarter angulations with very good fore chest development and very
good over and underline. Stands straight in front and moves correct coming and going. Very good ground covering
gait with very good reach and drive, maintains a good wither height and firm back. Very good performance for a dog of
7 years old.
nd
2 *Ch Andacht Don Pedro AZ
*Andacht Shakespear AZ / *Turnberry Super Impose AZ
7 years old. A very large strong dog of very good type, very good head and
expression possessing medium eye
colour. Stands with high wither, firm back, just slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore quarter and very good
hindquarter angulations. Very good fore chest development. Very good overline and underline. Stands straight in front.
Moves correct coming and going, Very good ground covering gait maintaining a good wither line, firm back and good
reach and drive, Very good performance for a dog of 7 years Shows slightly worn dentition, chipped lower left incisor
3rd *Dellahund Kic Atinalong AZ
*Ch Uras von Trafalga (Gmy) a / *Dellahund Unique Harmony AZ
3yrs 9mths. A medium size, medium strong dog of very good proportions and colour. Very good head and expression
with dark eye colour and very good masking, Stands with normal wither, firm back, well laid croup of good length that
could be longer. Good fore quarter angulation where the upper arm could be slightly longer. Very good hindquarter
angulation. Good fore chest development that needs further development. Very good over and under lines. Stands
correct in front and moves correct coming and going where hocks and elbows could be slightly firmer. Very good
movement with very good reach and effective drive and wither height is maintained. Displays much power where the
back remains firm.
th
4 *Durnstein Captain Kirk AZ
*Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / Durnstein Zensation AZ
2yrs 1 month. Medium size, medium strong dog of very good proportions. Very good head and expression, dark eye,
very good ear placement. Normal wither, firm back, well molded croup which needs to be longer. Very good fore
quarter angulation where the upper arm needs to be slightly longer. Very good hindquarter angulation where the upper
thigh could have more breadth. Very good fore chest development and very good over and underline. Moves correct
coming and going, hocks are straight, elbows need final firmness. Very good ground covering gait maintaining a firm
back, with very good reach and drive.
5th *Aduele Fortune Hunter AZ
*Nujaclyn Latin Dancer A / *Aduele Divine Diva AZ
3yrs. Very large dog standing on the upper limit of size. Medium strong dry dog of slightly elongated proportions. Very
good head and expression with medium eye colour. Stands with a high wither, firm back and well laid croup of good
length. Good fore quarter angulation where the upper arm is slightly short and slightly steep. Very good hindquarter
angulation. Good fore chest development. Very good over and underline. Stands correct in front. Moves correct coming
and going, hocks are firm and elbows could be firmer. Very good ground covering gait maintaining wither line, back
remains firm but would like to see slightly more overall firmness in movement.

th

6

*Sunhaze Outragious AZ
*Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / Sunhaze Lyca AZ
2rs 2mths. Large strong dog, with slightly elongated proportions. Very good head and expression with good masking
that could be darker and medium eye colour. Ears are correctly set but are just slightly small. Normal wither, firm back,
well molded croup that is slightly short. Good fore quarter angulation where the upper arm could be longer. Very good
hindquarter angulation. Good fore chest development that needs to be more pronounced. Very good over and good
underline where the under chest is a touch short. Stands correct in front. Moves correct coming and going where the
hocks and elbows still need final firmness. Very good ground covering gait maintained through a firm back. The reach
could be more expansive, drive is effective and wither is held in movement.
7th *Eng Ch Shotaan Fabius (UK) AZ
Ex von Arline / Sezana vd Kahler Heide
4yrs old. A dog of medium size and strength with good proportions and type. Very good head and expression, medium
eye colour, ear placement could be slightly higher. Normal wither, firm back, well laid croup of good length. Good fore
quarter angulation where the upper arm could be better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Very good fore chest
development. Good over and underline. Stands correct in front. Moves correct coming and going where both elbows
and hocks need final firmness, Good ground covering gait, maintaining normal wither height, back could be slightly
firmer on movement. I would like to see slightly better balance and coordination between the fore and hindquarter as he
moves a little hastily.
8th *Andacht Armando AZ
*Ch Andacht Don Pedro AZ / Andacht Quina AZ
2yrs 1 month. Above medium size medium strong elongated dog with very good expression, good eye colour, good
masking, ears are a touch short. Normal wither, firm back, croup is slightly short and steep. Good fore quarter
angulation, upper arm could be better angled, Very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore chest development that
needs further development. Good over and underline. Moves slightly close going, correct coming, hocks still need
further firmness. Good ground covering gait where reach needs to be more expansive, drive is effective and the back
remains firm.
9th *Glenbala Full Impact AZ
*Ch Fanto v Team Fiemereck (Gmy) aZ / *Ch Glenbala Wild Impact AZ
4yrs 8months. Above medium size, medium strong dog with very good head and expression and medium eye colour
where the masking could be stronger. Good withers, firm back, well laid croup that is slightly short and slightly steep.
Good fore quarter angulation, upper arm is slightly steep, very good hind quarter angulation, lower thigh could be
slightly longer. Good fore chest development. Good over and underline. Correct coming, elbows slightly loose. Correct
going, hocks could be firmer. Moves with a good ground covering gait, back remains firm, the reach and drive should be
more effective
10th *Andacht Yasko AZ
*Andacht Don Pedro AZ / *Andacht Mariah AZ
3yrs 4months. Chipped upper left incisor. Above medium size medium strong dog of very good proportions. Level
wither, firm back, slight nick behind wither, croup is slightly short and slightly steep. Good fore quarter angulation
where the upper arm could be better angled, very god hind quarter angulation. Very good fore chest development.
Good underline where the under chest is slightly short. Moves slightly wide going and correct coming. Good ground
covering gait, falls slightly on the fore hand, good drive, back remains firm. Wither should be maintained a little higher
in movement.
th
11
*Ch Alncrys Tracker AZ
*Gagarin v Bad Boll (gm) aZ / *Ch Alncrys Leezel AZ
4yrs 5months. Large strong dog of just slightly elongated proportions. Very good masculine head, expressive, good
masking, eye could be darker. High wither, firm back just slightly peaked. Well molded croup which could be longer.
Good fore quarter angulation where the upper arm could be better angled. Very good hind quarter angulation. Very
good fore chest development. Very good under chest development. Good over and underline, should not get any
deeper. Moves slightly wide going, correct coming, hocks a little lose and elbows should be firmer. Very good ground
covering gait where the wither height is maintained through a firm back.
SIRES PROGENY GROUP CRITQUES
*ANDACHT DON PEDRO AZ
Sire present - 3 males 4 females
Very good colour and pigment, above medium size,strong,very good heads, good dark masks, very good eye colour.
Slightly short underchests,withers could be a little higher
very good topline and very good lay of the croup just a little short,very good breadth of thigh.
Sire typical,good sex differentiation between males and females.very good proportions.good hocks,elbows could be a
little firmer,upper arms a little short and steep
Very good drive, like to see the reach a little better

*CAYOS VD NORISWAND aZ
Sire not present - 7 males - l0 females
Very good uniformity,sire typical,very good uniformity of colour and pigment,eye colour medium to dark,very good top
and underline, some slightly short underchests,good length of foreleg.
Good sex differentiation,good to see and pleasing to see such good males,very good hindquarter angulation,length
and lay of croup very good, a fraction short in some,breadth of thigh very good,nice short hocks,very good round feet.
Upper arm whilst of good length slightly steep,just slightly loose hocks,elbows could be a fraction firmer. hold wither
very well ,present very good outline in movement.
Very good balance of angulations

*URAS V TRAFALGAR aZ
Sire present - 2 males 3 females
Excellent pigment,excellent masculinity,dark eyes,very good hindquarters,good size,
level withers,croups a little short and occasionally steep.
Medium strong,upper arm slightly short and steep,reasonable uniformity in the group,stand correct in front,feet fairly
good,steps slightly close behind,slightly loose elbows.
Just slightly mixed in type,good backline in movement,good front extension

Breeders Group
Andacht Kennels
2 Males, 3 Females presented representing 4 Sires and 4 dams.
Overall the group diplayed, very good uniformity of type.,very good colour and pigment,very good sex
distinction between males and females, very good heads and expression with dark eyes.
Good forequarter angulations with very good hindquarter angulations, coups are of good length but are
slightly mixed in their lay. vry good top and underlines.
This group presented is impressive with the uniformity of type.
Junior Handlers - Sponsored by Karen Johnson
7-12 years

13-17 Years

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
1st
2nd

Caitlyn Reilly
2nd Amy Allen
3rd Jarod Allen
4th Rebecca Aliverti
1st Steph Johnson
2nd Blake Reilly

Obedience Mock Trial Results - Judge Mary Ann Fazekas
CCD
Novice
Open
Utility

Place
1st
2nd
1st
1st
2nd
1st

Dog
Andacht Idol
Jonkahra Cherry Blossom
Ramorra Montgommery
Druann Dascha UD
Jonkahra Makebe Fever
Druann Dascha UD

Handler
G Guthrie
M Frost
N. Nahas
Koonski Kennels
K Minton
Koonski Kennels

Score
94
89
195
194
189
176

NSW State Breed Assessment & Mock Obedience Trial
SIEGER AND WINNER OF OPEN DOG CLASS

SIEGERIN AND WINNER OF OPEN BITCH CLASS

*Ch. Uras von Trafalga (imp.Gmy) aZ

* Ambala All That Jazz AZ

INTERMEDIATE DOG

INTERMEDIATE BITCH

* Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ

Andacht I Am Legacy AZ

JUNIOR DOG

JUNIOR BITCH

Siobahn Kentucky

Andacht Magic Wand

PUPPY DOG

PUPPY BITCH

Elantra Basko

Andacht Zindi

MINOR PUPPY DOG

MINOR PUPPY BITCH

Sunhaze Poker Chip

Senmora Classic Destiny

BABY PUPPY DOG

BABY PUPPY BITCH

Heiko Maximus Kyos

Sundaneka Safari Queen

BREEDERS GROUP WINNER
Andacht Kennels

Official show photos supplied ffiona Erskine
0411 116787
www.simplesite.com/ffirephoto Email ffirephoto@live.com

Mock Obedience Trials Winners
CCD CLASS WINNER

NOVICE CLASS WINNER

Andacht Idol Exh G Guthrie

Ramorra Montgommery Exh N. Nahas

Photo to come

OPEN CLASS WINNER

UTILITY CLASS WINNER

Druann Dascha CDX AZ Exh Pat Bailey

Druann Dascha CDX AZ Exh Pat Bailey

Maryanne Fazekas Mock Obedience Trials judge with GSDL Vice President Terry Jarvis

Show Sponsors
We would like to thank the following for sponsoring the June GSDL Show

Terry & Pam Jarvis for presenting the Sieger and Siegerin Plaques

PETstock Animal Supplies Penrith
Shop 1, 61-79 Henry Street
Penrith N.S.W. 2750
Phone 4721 4842
Email penrith@petstock.com.au

PETstock Animal Supplies Bella Vista
1a, 4-6 Celebration Drive
Bella Vista N.S.W.
Phone: 8824 9395
Email: bellavista@petstock.com.au

GSDL Championship Show And Obedience Trial
Saturday, 10 October, 2009
Judge: Mr I Urie (VIC) Dogs, Bitches, General Specials

BABY PUPPY DOG - GRADED VERY PROMISING
1
Treuschutzer Cautin The Act
2.
Freevale Gotcha Good
3.
Freevale Statesman
4.
Aimsway Flame Thrower
5.
Freevale On The Prowl
6.
Jaknell Deadly Sin
7.
Carobria Sorcerer
8.
Sundaneka Troy
MINOR PUPPY DOG - GRADED1-5 VERY PROMISING 6-7 PROMISING
1.
Schneerberg Ultiately Kryptic
2.
Kuirau Vegas
3.
Lawine Erasmus
4.
Glenbala Ultimate Indian
5.
Sundaneka Solitary Man
6.
Bossface Fergus
7.
Scheer Billyrimba
PUPPY DOG - GRADED VERY PROMISING
1.
Freevale Nothing Too Serious
2.
Niquistar Orsom Major
3.
Steinhuegal Billy The Kid
4.
Aduele Iceman
5.
Sunhaze Poker Chip
JUNIOR DOG - GRADED VERY GOOD
1.
SIOBAHN KENTUCKY AZ
Diego Hasseltal/Siobahn Panache
17 1/2 months - 66cm - very large, strong dog of very good type and proportions, very good masculine head, wide set
ears, medium eye colour, high wither, firm back slightly short croup, very good angulation of the fore and hindquarter,
good length of foreleg, very good chest proportions, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going with slightly
loose elbows, moves with very good reach and drive.
2.
TANNALANE CHAMOIS
Cayos Noriswand/Tannalane Brandy Queen
14 months - 64cm - above medium size, medium strong, well coloured male of very good type and proportions, good
masculine head, high wither, firm back and slightly short and steep croup, very good fore and hind angulations and very
good chest proportions, good length of foreleg, steps correct coming and going, moves with balanced reach and drive.
3.
ANDACHT CAYO NORIS
Cayos Noriswand/Andacht Olivia
14 months - 65.5cm - large, richly coloured dog of good type and proportions, good bone strength, very good masculine
head, high wither, firm back, slightly short croup, long upper arm could be better angled, very good hind angulation, still to
develop a little more in underchest, stand correct in front, steps correct going slightly wide coming, elbows could be
firmer, shows good balanced movement where the forereach should be a little more pronounced.
4.
TAKIMBRE ZULU CHIEF
Lawline Full Impact/Takimbre Shes Fine
14 months = 64 cm - well above medium size dog of good type and proportions, very good bone strength, good
masculine head with dark eyes, high wither, firm back, well laid slightly short croup, good forequarters where the upper
arm is slightly steep very good hind angulation, good forechest and slightly short underchest, stands correct in front,
powerful drive slight restriction in the forehand reach.
5.
STEINHUEGEL ANZAC
Sannjesa Crusty Demon/Uhlmsdorf Zodiac Flyer
14 months - 64 cm - double Pl upper left - above medium size, well pigmented dog of good type and proportions, very
good masculine head, high wither, firm back well moulded somewhat short croup, very good fore angulation where the
upper arm could be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, good forechest, slightly short underchest,
good length of foreleg, stands correct in front, steps slightly wide going correct coming with loose elbows, shows
balanced ground covering movement.

INTERMEDIATE DOG - GRADED VERY GOOD
1.
*CH.SCHNEERBERG FIRE STORM AZ
Scheer Jose Cuervo/Schneerberg Pure Charm
2 years - 63.5 - double Pl upper right - above medium size, well proportioned sable male of very good type, good
masculine head, medium eye colour, well set ears, high wither, firm back and well laid croup, very good angulation of the
fore and hindquarters, very good chest proportions, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going and shows
very good powerful ground covering movement.
2.
*FREMONT WET WILLY AZ
As Du Domaine Du Val D'Aulnoy/Fremont Quest To Win
21 months - 64cm - well above medium size, medium strong dog of very good type and proportions, good head with well
set ears, high wither, firm back well laid croup, good forequarter, upper arm could just be better angled and very good
hind angulation, good forechest slightly short underchest, good length of leg, stands correct in front, steps correct going
slightly wide coming, shows good ground covering gait.
3.
VLADIMIR CHICKA WAH WAH
Uras Trafalga/Vladimir Olymp Brook
2 years - 64.5 cm - well above medium size, well coloured substantial sable dog of good type and proportions, very good
masculine head, dark eyes, slightly wide set ears, high wither, firm back, well laid slightly short croup, very good
angulation of the fore and hindquarter, pronounced forechest and slightly deep underchest, stands straight in front, steps
correct coming and going with slightly loose elbows, moves with very good reach and drive.
4.
*ANDACHT I AM LEGEND AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Turnberry Super Impose
23 months - 67 cm - very large well coloured dog of good type and proportions, expressive head, high wither, firm back,
slightly steep croup, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be longer, very good hind angulation, good
chest proportions, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going, shows powerful movement where the forereach
could be a little more pronounced.
5.
KHAYEM ERASMUS AZ
Andacht Don Pedro/Freevale Play For Keeps
18 1/2 months - 66 cm - large, well pigmented dog of good type and proportions, strong masculine head, high wither, firm
back, slightly short croup, good angulation of the fore and hindquarters and very good chest proportions, stands correct in
front and steps straight going and coming with loose elbows, good movement where the forward reach should be more
pronounced
OPEN DOG - GRADED 1-11 EXCELLENT
1
*LASHADAS ACE OF HEARTS AZ
Iccara Undercover Agent/Spellbinder Kellys Pride
2 1/2 years 67 cm - very large well pigmented and coloured dog of very good type and proportions good masculine head
where the planes of the foreface are not quite correct, high wither, firm back with well laid croup, very good fore and
hindquarter angulation with very good chest proportions, good length of foreleg, stands correct in front and steps correct
coming and going, moves with very powerful ground covering movement.
2.
*DELLAHUND PARTY PRIZE AZ
Dellahund Desert Driver/Dellahund High N Posh
2 yrs 5 mnths - 64.5cm - well above medium size, very well pigmented and coloured dog very good type and proportions,
good head high wither firm back well laid croup very good forehand angulation where the upper arm could be longer very
good hind angulation very goo fore and underchest stands correct in front steps slightly narrow going and correct coming,
shows very good ground covering movement.
3.
*FREEVALE SWEET LACHLAN AZ
2 yrs ll mnths - 66 cm - large well coloured dog of very good type and proportions presented in very good coat condition,
expressive head high wither firm back well laid croup very good fore and hind angulation with very good chest proportions
stands correct in front and steps slightly narrow going correct coming with loose elbows, shows very good ground
covering movement reach could be a little free-er.
4.
*SUNHAZE OUTRAGIOUS AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Lyca
27 months - 65.5 cm - large well coloured very well proportioned dog of very good type, good masculine head, high wither
firm back slightly short croup very good fore and hind angulation good fore and underchest stands slightly narrow in front
steps straight coming and going shows very good balanced movement.
5.
*ANSELOT V SCWARZUNGEN (GMY)aZ
Yambo Danishcen Hof/Zamba Noort
5 years - 67 cm - very large, strong, masculine dog of very good type and proportions, strong head, high wither firm back
well laid croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulation and good chest proportions stands correct in front steps slightly
narrow going and correct coming shows balanced ground covering movement.
6.
*AS DU DOMAINE DU VAL d'AULNOY (FRANCE)Az
Zamp Thermados/Prissa du Domaine
4 1/2 yrs - 66 cm - large, substantial male with medium strength, good head high wither well laid slightly short croup very
good fore and hind angulation with good chest proportions stands straight steps correct going and coming moves with
very good reach and drive.

7.

*DELLAHUND KICATINALONG AZ
Uras Trafalga/Dellahund Unique Harmony
3 yrs 9 mnths - 63.5 cm - above medium size, medium strong very well pigmented and coloured dog of good type and
proportions, expressive head, high wither, firm back slightly short and steep croup, good forequarter angulation where the
upper arm
should be longer and better angled very good hind angulation good chest proportions stands straight in front steps correct
going slightly wide coming moves with very good reach and drive where the wither could be carried slightly higher.
8.
*DURNSTEIN CAPTAIN KIRK AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Durnstein Zensation
2 yrs 4 mnths - 65.5 cm - large medium strong well coloured and pigmented dog of good type and slightly long
proportions, good head high wither firm back slightly short and slightly steep croup very good fore and hind angulation
good chest proportions
stands correct in front and steps straight coming and going shows good movement falls slightly on the forehand.
9.
*ADUELE FORTUNE HUNTER AZ
Nujaclyn Latin Dancer/Aduele Divine Diva
3yrs 2 mnths - 65.5 cm - large medium strong dog of very good type and proportions
expressive head high wither firm back with well laid croup good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could still be
better angled very good hindquarter angulation good chest proportions stands correct in front steps correct going and
coming shows good balanced movement where the forward reach could be slightly more pronounced.
l0.
*ADACHT ARMANDO AZ
Andacht Don Pedro/Andacht Quina
2 yrs 3 mnths - 65.5 cm - large medium strong well coloured and pigmented dog
of good type and slightly long proportions, good head high wither firm back slightly short and slightly steep croup very
good fore and hind angulation good chest proportions stands correct in front steps slightly narrow going and correct
coming with loose elbows shows good balanced movement.
11.
*CH.ALNCRYS TRACKER AZ
Gagarin Bad Boll/Alncrys Leezel
4 yrs 8 mnths - 64.5 cm - well above medium size strong well pigmented male of good type and proportions good head
with a slight roman nose high wither firm back well laid croup good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could still
be longer very good hind angulation good chest proportions stands correct in front and steps wide going and correct
coming, presented in slightly heavy condition, shows good movement falls slightly on the forehand.
CHALLENGE DOG

LASHADAS ACE OF HEARTS

RESERVE DOG

DELLAHUND PARTY PRIZE

BABY PUPPY BITCH - GRADED VERY PROMISING
1
Yukisan Samays
2
Sunhaze Insanity
3
Steinhuegel Diana
4
Freevale State of the Art
5
Freevale On Cloud Nine
6
Aimsway Fire N Ice
7
Takimbre Divine Rebel
8
Natazen Hannah Montanna
9
Treuschutzer Shootin Stars
l0
Steinhuegel Charlette
11
Jaknell Sweet Revenge
12
Sundaneka Tallulah
13
Jaknell Pure Magic
14
Stunadel Honda
MINOR PUPPY BITCH - GRADED 1-9 VERY PROMISING 10-11 PROMISING
1
Sundaneka Safari Queen
2
Emslodge Butterfly Kisses
3
Schneeberg Ultimately Exotic
4
Schneeberg Dirty Secrets
5
Dellahund Under Wraps
6
Takimbre Chloes Star
7
Schneeberg Ultimately Chic
8
Sundaneka Scandalous
9
Fremont Zigazig Ha
l0
Scheer Brovinia
ll
Koonski Dash of Capella

PUPPY BITCH - GRADED - VERY PROMISING
1
Conkasha Dakota Star
2
Senmora Classic Destiny
3
Nicquistar Octavia
4
Sunhaze Crinkle Cut
5
Sundaneka Queen of Hearts
6
Sunhaze Cheezel
7
Sunhaze Intimate
JUNIOR BITCH - GRADED VERY GOOD
1
SUNDANEKA OKINA
Cayos Noriswand/Sundaneka Xanadu
l7 months - 6l.5cm - very large feminine bitch of very good type and proportions good head medium eye colour well set
ears high wither firm back well moulded slightly short croup very good fore and hind angulation and good chest
proportions stands correct in front steps correct coming and going shows good movement with balanced reach and drive.
2
ANDACHT ZINDI
Andacht Don Pedro/Andacht Zuzi
13 months - 58.5 cm - above medium size very well coloured and pigmented bitch very good type and proportions good
feminine head with dark masking well set ears high wither firm back well moulded just slightly steep croup very good
angulations of the fore and hindquarters good length of foreleg very good chest proportions stands correct in front steps
correct coming and going where the elbows could be slightly firmer shows very good balanced movement
3
KUIRAU TAKEIRA
Kwint Juerikstall/Kuirau Jubilation
12 months - 57.5 cm - good medium size feminine bitch of very good type and proportions expressive head good wither
firm back well laid croup good forequarters where the upper arm could still be better angled very good hind angulations
very good fore and underchest good length of foreleg stands correct in front steps slightly wide going correct coming
slightly loose elbows shows very good ground covering gait.
4
ANDACHT MAGIC WAND
Cayos Norisand/Andacht Olivia
14 months - 59 cm - well above medium size well pigmented and coloured bitch of very good type and proportions very
good feminine head slightly wide set ears good wither firm back and well laid croup good forequarters where the upper
arm could be slightly better angled very good hind angulation good fore and very good underchest stands correct in front
and steps correct going and coming moves with very good reach and drive.
5
SUNHAZE LATTE
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Giselle
12 months - 57 cm - well coloured medium size medium strong bitch of good type and proportions feminine head which
could be a little stronger in the foreface high wither firm back well moulded slightly short croup well angled forequarters
where the upper arm could still be longer very good hind angulation good forechest but underchest could still be longer
good length of foreleg stands correct in front and steps correct coming and going moves with very good reach and drive
6
LASHADAS KAHLUA
Karlos Werthe Muhle/Lashadas Osh Kosh
14 months - 57.5 cm - well pigmented correct medium sized bitch, medium strength and very good proportions, good
feminine head which could be a little stronger, high wither firm back slightly short croup very good fore and hind
angulation with good chest proportions stands correct in front, toes in slightly going and correct coming, shows
enthusiastic movement with a slight hackneyed action.
7
KHAYEM FRAYER (IID)
Fasko d'Uhlmental/Lilli Trompetersprung
15 1/2 months - 60.5 cm - large medium strong well coloured bitch of good type and slightly stretched proportions
presented slightly out of coat, feminine head with dark eyes well set ears high wither firm back well laid slightly short
croup upper arm could be slightly better angled good length of foreleg and very good hind angulation good fore and very
good underchest development stands correct in front and steps slightly wide going correct coming, moves with good drive
and slightly restricted reach.
8
REDHAUS MERCEDES
Welinchas Ozo/Cenni Wierlings Hook
13 1/2 months - 59.5 cm - large strong bitch of very good type and proportions very good head well set ears medium eye
colour high wither firm back well laid slightly short croup good forequarters where the upper arm could be better angled
very good hindquarter angulation stands correct in front, she should show herself with more confidence, in movement
shows restrictions in both the reach and drive.

INTERMEDIATE BITCH - GRADED VERY GOOD
1
*ALDAINA BRONACK AZ
Ambala Caprio/Aldaina Bijanka
2 1/2 yrs - 60 cm - large well proportioned substantial bitch of very goo type, strong but still feminine head, high wither
firm back well moulded croup very good angulation of the fore and hindquarters and very good hest proportions good
length of foreleg stands correct in front and steps correct coming and going shows very good powerful ground covering
movement.
2
*CH.FREEVALE CRAZY IN PINK AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Freevale Crazy for Love
20 months - 59.5 cm - well above medium size very well proportioned bitch of good strength lovely type very good
expressive head with dark eyes high wither firm back and well laid croup very good angulations of the fore and
hindquarters with very good chest proportions presents a particularly pleasing picture in stance stands correct in front
steps correct going and coming with slightly loose elbows moes with very good reach and drive.
3
*SENMORA ALL ABOUT MAGIC AZ
Dellahund Desert Driver/Conkasha Wicked Princess
2 years - 59.5 cm - large medium strong bitch of very good type and slightly long proportions very good head with dark
masking and ark eyes high wither firm back well laid croup upper arm is of good length but slightly steep very good hind
angulation good chest proportions stands correct in front and steps going and coming with slightly loose elbows shows
powerful gait.
4
SCHNEERBERG NEVA BACK DWN
Lashadas Xhibitionist/Freevale Jealous Eyes
19 months - 6l cm - large well coloured bitch of very good type and proportions good head high wither firm back well
moulded slightly short croup good forequarters where the upper arm could still be longer and very good hindquarter
angulation good chest proportions steps a little narrow going and correct coming with slightly loose elbows good
movement where the reach could be a little more pronounced.
5
SUNHAZE POCORN AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Giselle
18 months - 60.5cm - large medium strong bitch of good overall type and proportions good feminine head high wither firm
back well laid slightly short croup upper arm of good length but could still e better angled very good hind angulation good
forechest and slightly short underchest good length of foreleg stands correct in front steps slightly wide going and correct
coming moves with very good reach and drive.
6
*SUNDANEKA MYSTIQUE AZ
Sannjesa Crusty Demon/Sundaneka Burmuda Rose
22 months - 58.5 cm - just above medium size medium strong well proportioned bitch of good type good forequarter
where the upper arm could still be longer and very good hind angulation good wither firm topline well laid croup stands
correct in front and steps correct going with loose hocks and slightly wide coming with loose elbows shows balanced
7
*ANDACHT I AM LEGION AZ
Caos Noriswand/Turnberry Super Impose
21 months - 60.5 cm - large substantial well proportioned bitch of good type expressive head high wither firm back slightly
short croup upper arm is of good length but could be better angled very good hind angulation good chest proportions
stands correct in front steps correct coming and going good movement where the forereach could be more expansive.
8
ZENTAGO BACK IN STEP AZ
Kwint Juerikstall/Eigenschaft Mystic Step
2 years - 60.5 cm - double Pl upper left - large medium strong well pigmented bitch of very good type and proportions
expressive feminine head high wither firm back well laid croup upper arm should be more angled very goo hind
angulation good chest proportions good length of foreleg stands correct in front steps correct going and coming shows
good balanced movement where the forehand reach could be more pronounced.
9
DELLAHUND ONE TOO FANCY AZ
Dellahund High N Mighty/Dellahund Wild Woman
2 years l0 months - 60 cm - very well pigmented bitch of good type and proportions lovely strong still feminine head good
wither firm back well moulded slightly short croup upper arm could be better angled very good hind angulation good chest
proportions stands correct in front and steps slightly close going correct coming good movement where the forereach
should be more pronounced.
l0
SUNHAZE COCOA POP AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Giselle
19 months - 59cm - above medium size medium strong bitch of good type and proportions expressive feminine head level
wither firm back well laid slightly short croup good fore angulation were upper arm could still be longer very good hind
angulation good forechest and slightly short underchest stands correct in front and steps correct going and slightly wide
coming shows balanced movement which could be more expansive.
OPEN BITCH - GRADINGS EXCELLENT
1
*SUNDANEKA IZZY STARDUST AZ
Orpheus Krauterweise/Sundaneka Tulua
32 months - 6l cm - large bitch very good type and proportions very good feminine head high wither firm back and well
laid croup very good fore and hind angulation good forechest and slightly short underchest good length of foreleg stands
correct in front steps correct going and coming and moves with very good reach and drive.

2

*CONKASHA XENA AZ
Uras Trafalga/Conkasha Tatiana
3 1/2 years - 59 cm - well above medium size medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions very good pigment
and masking expressive head with dark eyes high wither firm back well laid slightly short croup very good fore and hind
angulation good chest proportions stands correct in front steps correct going and slightly wide coming moves with very
good reach and drive.
3
*SUNDANEKA FRENCH KISS AZ
Orpheus Krauterweise/Sundaneka Xanadu
3 1/2 years - 60 cm - large medium strong bitch of good type and proportions very good feminine head with dark eyes
high wither firm back well moulded slightly short croup good fore and very good hind angulation good chest proportions
stands correct in front steps slightly narrow going and correct coming, shows balanced ground covering movement.
4
*KARMAY KOKODA AZ
Ambala Caprio/Indara Bit O Class
3 1/2 years - 60 cm - large well coloured bitch of very good type and proportions good strong still feminine head high
wither firm back and well moulded slightly short croup good forequarter where the upper arm could still be better angled
very good hind angulation good length of foreleg good chest proportions stands narrow in front
steps straight going and coming shows good ground covering movement.
5
*CH.SCHNEEBERG OSO ENCHANTIN AZ
Schneerberg Pure Talent/Freevale Jealous Eyes
3 years - 59.5 cm - above medium size medium strong bitch of good type and proportions feminine head slightly upright
neck good wither firm back well laid slightly short croup good forequarter where the upper arm could still be longer very
good hind angulation good chest proportions good length of foreleg steps correct going slightly wide coming moves with
good reach and drive falls slightly on the forehand.
6
*RUFSTONE BLACK PEARL AZ
Aimsway Bacchus/Rufstone Calamity Jane
34 months - 58 cm - above medium size medium strong bitch of very good type and
proportions good head high wither firm back slightly short croup good forequarters where upper arm could still be better
angled very good hind angulation good chest proportions stands correct in front steps correct going and coming moves
with very good reach and drive.
7
*FREMONT TOO DARN HOT AZ
Nujaclyn Latin Dancer/Fremont Quest To Win
32 months - 58 cm - just above medium size well proportioned bitch of very good type expressive feminine head high
wither firm back well moulded croup very good fore and hind angulation very good chest proportions stands correct in
front steps slighty narrow going and correct coming with slightly loose elbows shows verygood ground covering
movement.
8
*SUNHAZE MARSHMELLO AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Giselle
28 months - 58.5 cm - above medium size well coloured feminine bitch of very good type slightly stretched proportions
good head high wither firm back well laid slightly short croup good forequarter where upper arm could still be longer very
good hind angulation good forechest slightly short underchest stands correct in front steps correct going and coming
shows good balanced movement.
9
*TANNALANE LAKOTA BELLE AZ
Ambala Caprio/Druann Fantasia
3 years 4 months - 59.5 cm - large medium strong well coloured bitch of good type and slightly stretched proportions
good head high wither firm back slightly short croup very good forehand hind angulation good fore and underchest
stands correct in front steps correct going and coming shows balanced movement where forereach could be more
pronounced.
l0
*KUIRAU RUBY AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Kuirau Jubilation
31 months - 60 cm - large strong bitch very good type and proportions very strong head high wither firm back well laid
slightly short croup good forequarter where upper arm could still be better angled very good hind angulation good fore
and very good underchest stands correct in front steps correct going and coming with good balanced movement where
the forereach could be a little free-er.
ll
*SUNHAZE INTEGRITY AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Intrigue
31 months - 58 cm - well above medium size medium strong bitch of very good type slightly stretched proportions good
feminine head high wither firm back with well laid croup well angled forequarters where upper arm should be slightly
longer very good hind angulation good chest proportions stands correct in front and steps straight going and coming
moves with very good reach and drive.
12
*DURNSTEIN CHAMPAGNE AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Durnstein Zensation
28 months - 58.5 cm - above medium size well coloured feminine bitch of very good type slightly stretched proportions
good head high wither firm back well laid slightly short croup good forequarters where upper arm could still be longer very
good hind angulation good forechest slightly short underchest stands correct in front and steps correct going and coming
shows good balanced movement.

13

*SUNHAZE ANIQUE AZ
Ambala Caprio/Sunhaze Giselle
4 years - 59 cm - well above medium size medium strong bitch of very good type slightly stretched proportions expressive
head high wither firm back well laid slightly short croup good angulations of the fore and hindquarter good chest
proportions stands correct in front steps correct going slightly wide coming moves with very good reach and drive.
14
*SUNDANEKA CALYPSO QUEEN AZ
Aimsway Abacus/Sundaneka Xanadu
4 1/2 years - 58.5 cm - above medium size medium strong bitch of good type and proportions good feminine head good
wither firm back well laid croup well angled forequarters where the upper arm could still be longer very good hind
angulation good chest proportions stands correct in front steps slightly narrow going slightly wide coming with loose
elbows shows good ground covering movement.
15
*CH.ZENTAGO NU VOGUE AS
Eihenschaft Heartbreaker/Eigenshcaft Mystic Step
39 months - 59.5 cm - well above medium size medium strong bitch of good type and proportions good feminine head
level wither firm back steep croup good fore and very good hind angulation good chest proportions stands correct in front
and steps a little wide both going and coming with loose elbows shows good movement with restricted forereach.
CHALLENGE BITCH
RESERVE BITCH

SUNDANEKA IZZY STARDUST
ALDAINA BRONACK
General Specials
Best In Show * Ch Lashadas Ace Of Hearts AZ
Runner Up *Sundaneka Izzy Stardust AZ
Challenge Bitch *Sundaneka Izzy Stardust AZ
Reserve Challenge Bitch * Aldaina Bronack AZ
Challenge Dog * Lashadas Ace Of Hearts AZ
Reserve Challenge Dog * Dellahund Party Prize AZ
Best Baby Puppy In Show Yukisan Samaye
Best Minor Puppy In Show Schneeberg Ultiately Kryptic
Best Puppy In Show Conkasha Dakota Star
Best Junior In Show Siobahn Kentucky AZ
Best Intermediate In Show *Ch. Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ
Best Open In Show * Lashadas Ace Of Hearts AZ

OBEDIENCE RESULTS
Judge Mr K H Charnock (NSW)
Utility
1
2

129
128

186
181

G. Mavromichalis
Koonski Kennels

T.CH. Rhakhani Odyssey OC AZ
Druann Dascha UD AZ

131
134
135
136
130

194
194
190
188
181

M&S Hughes
A&C Larin
Koonski Kennels
K Minton
P Carr

* Karlrach Solitary Man CDX AZ
Masterton Real Mackoy CDX
Druann Dascha UD AZ
Jonkahra Makybe Fever CD
Koonski If I Dare CD

144

189

G. de Vries

Skyesfuhre Heeza Digger CCD AZ

151
149

91
89

M Frost
G Connolly

Jonkahra Cherry Blossom
* Durnstein Captain Kirk AZ

Open
1
2
3
4
5

Novice
1

CCD
1
2

JUNIOR HANDLERS RESULTS
Judge: MrOwen Harris
7 – 11 Years
1st Caitlin Reilly
2nd Amy Allan
3rd Estelle McDonald
12 - 17 Years
1st Danielle Edmunds

OPEN DOG WINNER
DOG CHALLENGE & BEST IN SHOW

OPEN BITCH WINNER & BITCH CHALLENGE &
RUNNER UP TO BEST IN SHOW

* Lashadas Ace Of Hearts AZ

*Sundaneka Izzy Stardust AZ

INTERMEDIATE DOG
* *Ch. Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ

INTERMEDIATE BITCH & RESERVE CHALLENGE
BITCH
* Aldaina Bronack AZ

JUNIOR DOG
Siobahn Kentucky AZ

JUNIOR BITCH
Sundaneka Okina

PUPPY DOG
Freevale Nothing Too Serious

PUPPY BITCH
Conkasha Dakota Star

MINOR PUPPY DOG
Schneeberg Ultiately Kryptic

MINOR PUPPY BITCH
Sundaneka Safari Queen

BABY PUPPY DOG
Treuschutzer Cautin The Act

BABY PUPPY BITCH
Yukisan Samaye

CCD OBEDIENCE WINNER
Jonkahra Cherry Blossom

NOVICE OBEDIENCE WINNER
Skyesfuhre Heeza Digger CCD AZ

OPEN OBEDIENCE WINNER
* Karlrach Solitary Man CDX AZ

UTILITY OBEDIENCE WINNER
T.CH. Rhakhani Odyssey OC AZ

Official photos supplied by ffiona Erskine 0411 116787
www.simplesite.com/ffirephoto Email ffirephoto@live.com

Raffle Kindly Donated by
Margaret & Trevor Moore and Cassandra Booth
Raffle won by M Theris

Show Sponsors
We would like to thank the following for sponsoring the show

PETstock Animal Supplies Penrith
Shop 1, 61-79 Henry Street
Penrith N.S.W. 2750
Phone 4721 4842
Email penrith@petstock.com.au

PETstock Animal Supplies Bella Vista
1a, 4-6 Celebration Drive
Bella Vista N.S.W.
Phone: 8824 9395
Email: bellavista@petstock.com.au

ffiona Erskine
Photographer and Digital Artist
0411 116787
www.simplesite.com/ffirephoto Email ffirephoto@live.com

GSDL Spring Fair Specialty Show
Saturday 21st November 2009
Herr Peter Arth (SV) Germany - Dogs & General Specials
Glynis Appleby (UK) - Bitches
BABY PUPPY DOG - GRADED - 1-9 VERY PROMISING
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

VLADIMIR ENVY THIS
Fremont Toohot Toohandle/Vladimir Anarchy
JAKNELL DEADLY SIN
Aldaina Wizard/Aldaina Bijanka
AIMSWAY FLAME THROWER
Aimsway Aramis/Siersha Queen Onabbu
SUNDANEKA TROY
Lashadas Ace of Hearts/Sundaneka Bonnie Belle
FREEVALE ON THE PROWL
Cayos Noriswand/Freevale Love Me Crazy
VLADIMIR ENVY OF THEM ALL
Fremont Toohot Toohandle/Vladimir Anarchy
VONRAUTEN SWIFT
Toutonic Enzo Bad Boll/Shepherd Hill Dirty Dancing
INCAVALE CALYPSO FIRE
(not listed)
AMBERG WALDO
Diego Hasseltal/Amberg Irish Dream

MINOR PUPPY DOG - GRADED 1-7 VERY PROMISING
1
2
3
4
5
7

FREEVALE GOTCHA GOOD
Kwint Juerikstall/Freevale Envious Eyes
SCHNEEBERG ULTIATELY KRYPTIC
Fremont Toohot Toohandle/Schneerberg Pure Charm
KUIRAU VEGAS
Kuirau Lincoln/Kuirau Ocean Breexe
LAWINE ERASMUS
(not listed)
TREUSCHUTZER CAUTIN THE ACT
Dellahund Kicatinalong/Drepresh Stars Do Shine
GLENBALA UNDERCOVER INDIAN
Uras Trafalga/Glenbala Wild Ivory

PUPPY DOG - GRADED 1-4 VERY PROMISING
1
2
3
4

ASTASIA ELI
(not listed)
FREEVALE NOTHING TOO SERIOUS
As Du Domaine du Val D'Aulnoy/Freevale Sweet Nothings
ADUELE ICEMAN
Iccara Undercover Agent/Aduele Divine Diva
SCHEER BILLYRIMBA
Cayos Noriswand/Scheer Ananke

JUNIOR DOG -Gradings – All Very Good.
1.

Astasia Boeing AZ - *Gollo v Leinder Land (Gmy) aZ / *Ch. Astasia
Pasha AZ
18 mths. Large dog of good type, very good head. Very good top and underline.
Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations. Croup is slightly steep and could
be slightly longer. Going straight front and rear. Very good movement with free
forehand reach.
2.
Niquistar Orsom Major - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / Amstelpils
Anika AZ
12-1/2 months. Large, medium strong dog with very good expression. High wither,
straight back, good length and lay of croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulations. Steps slightly narrow front and rear, the elbows should be tighter. Very
good expansive gait.
3.
Hinterhaus French Liaison - *As Du Domaine Du Val D’Aulnoy (Fra)
aZ /
Hinterhaus Butterscotch AZ
13 mths. Large, medium strong dog with good expression. Good top and underline.
The croup is slightly short and steep. Good fore quarter and very good hind quarter
angulations. Stepping straight in rear, slightly narrow in front. Very good movement,
the forehand reach could be slightly freer.
4.
Steinhuegel Anzac - *Ch Sannjesa Crusty Demon AZ / “Uhlmsdorf
Zodiac Flyer HT AZ
17 mths. Above medium size, medium strong dog of good type. Good wither,
straight back, with slightly short and steep croup. Good forequarter, and very good
hindquarter angulations. Underchest should be longer. Stepping straight front and
rear. Very good expansive gait with powerful hind quarter drive.
5.
Narathor Jazz Drummer AZ - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / *Ch.
Bhuachaille Jazz Leader AZ
17 mths. Large, medium strong dog of good type. Good wither, straight back,
slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hind quarter angulations. Stepping
straight in front and rear. Good expansive gait, however forehand reach should be
freer.
6.
Elantra Basko - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / Andacht Flying
Fortress AZ
14 mths. Large, medium strong dog with a very good head. Good wither, straight
back and good length and lay of croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulations. The chest still needs final development. Stepping slightly narrow front
and rear. Good expansive gait. Forward reach should be slightly freer.
7.
Kuirau Trent - *Kwint v Juerickstall (Ndl) aZ / *Kuirau Jubilation AZ
12-1/2 mths. Large dog. medium strong, good wither, the back should be straighter.
The croup whilst of good length is slightly steep. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulations. Stepping straight in rear, but wide in front. Good expansive
gait. Forward reach should be freer.
8.
Volscain Udo - *Karlos vd Werther-Muhle (Gmy) aZ / *Molle vd WertherMuhle (Gmy) aZ
15 mths. Medium size, medium strong dog with normal wither. Straight back, croup
is slightly steep. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations. Stepping straight
in rear, stepping wide in front. Elbows could be slightly firmer. Good expansive gait.

INTERMEDIATE DOG - Gradings: All Very Good.
1.
Ch. Freevale Causin Chaos AZ - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ /
*Ch
Eigenschaft Regal Flame AZ
25 mths. Large dog with a good head, much type. High wither, straight back, good
length of croup, but slightly steep. Correct angulations of fore and hindquarter.
Stepping straight in rear, slightly narrow in front. Very good expansive gait with
effective forequarter drive.
2.
Vladimir Chicka Wah Wah - *Uras v Trafalga (Gmy) aZ / *Vladimir
Olymp Brook AZ.
24-1/2 mths. Large, strong dog with very good expression. High wither, straight
back, good fore and very good hindquarter angulations. Stepping straight front and
rear, with very good expansive gait.
3.
Siobahn Kentucky AZ - *Diego v Hasseltal (Gmy) aZ / *Siobahn Panache
AZ
19 mths. Large, medium strong dog with a very good head. High wither, straight
back, croup is slightly short. Good fore and hindquarter angulations. Stepping
narrow in front and rear, and very good ground covering gait.
4.
*Grd.Ch. Sunhaze Korona AZ – Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / Sunhaze
Topaz AZ
2yrs 9-1/2 mths. Above medium size, medium strong dog. Good wither, well
positioned croup but slightly short, good fore and very good hindquarter angulations.
Stepping narrow front and rear, with very good far reaching gait.
5.
*Andacht I Am Legend AZ - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ /
*Turnberry
Super Impose AZ
2 yrs. Very large dog, medium strong. High wither, and still straight back. Croup
slightly short and steep. Good angulation of fore and very good hind quarter
angulations. Stepping straight in rear, narrow in front. Very expansive gait.
6.
*Fremont Wet Willy AZ - *As Du Domaine Du Val D’Aulnoy (Fra) aZ /
*Fremont Quest To Win AZ
18-1/2 mths. Over medium size, strong dog, good wither, straight back. Good length
of croup, very good angulations front and rear. Short underchest. Straight going and
coming and very good expansive gait.
7.
Ambala Toblarone AZ - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / *Ambala All
That Jazz AZ
20 mths. A large dog, medium strong, with high wither and straight back. Croup is
slightly short and steep. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations. Stepping
straight in rear, narrow in front. Very good far reaching gait.
8.
Leishjaclyn Navel Dancer AZ - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ /
*Nujaclyn Go Go Dancer AZ
27-1/2 mths. Large, slightly stretched dog. Good wither, the croup is slightly
short and steep. Good angulations of front and hindquarter. Stepping still
straight in front and rear. Very good expansive gait. Falls slightly on the
forehand.
9.
*Kuirau Quinlan AZ - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / *Kuirau Fantasia A
2yrs 11mths. Above medium size, medium strong dog with good expression.
Good wither, straight back, croup is slightly short and steep. Good fore and hind
quarter angulations. Stepping correct in rear and wide in front. Very good
expansive gait. Forehand reach should be freer.
10. Conkasha Quantam Raider AZ - Joanchell Condor AZ / *Conkasha Vanta AZ
23 mths. Above medium size, medium strong dog. Normal wither. Straight
back, slightly short and steep croup. Good forequarter and very good hindquarter
angulations. Stepping straight in rear, slightly narrow in front. Good far reaching
gait.

11.

Vonrauten French Fire AZ- *As Du domain Du Val Daulnoy (Fra) aZ /
*Vonrauten Ginger AZ
25 mths. Dog of medium size, medium strong, normal wither. Straight back.
Whilst of good length, the croup is steep. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulations. Hocks should be firmer. Stepping narrow in front. Good
movement.
OPEN DOG
Gradings: All Excellent
1. *Ch. Lashadas Ace of Hearts AZ - *Iccara Undercover Agent
AZ /
*Spellbinder Kellys Pride AZ
3yrs. 3mths. Large, medium strong, expressive dog. High withers and straight
back. Croup is short and steep. Correct angulations of fore and hindquarter.
Stepping straight in rear, and slightly wide in front. Very good ground covering
gait with free, far reaching movement.
2. *Fremont Too Hot to Handle AZ *Nujaclyn Latin Dancer AZ / *Fremont
Quest To Win AZ
2yrs 11mths. Above medium size, medium strong dog of good type. High wither,
straight back. The croup is slightly short and steep, good fore and very good
hindquarter angulations. Stands correct in front. Stepping straight front and rear.
Very good expansive gait with free forward reach.
3. *Sunhaze Outragious AZ - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / Sunhaze Lyca
AZ
2yrs 6mths. Large, medium strong, a dog of good type with high wither and
straight back. Croup is slightly short and steep. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulations. Stands correct in front. Stepping straight in front and
rear. Very good expansive gait with strong hindquarter drive.
4. *Ch. Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ - *Scheer Jose Cuervo AZ / *Ch.
Schneeberg Pure Charm AZ
2yrs. 2-1/2mths. Above medium size, medium strong dog with good expression.
High withers, straight back, the croup is slightly short and steep. Good
angulations of the fore and hindquarter, stands correct in front, goes slightly
narrow front and rear. Very good ground covering gait.
5. *Narathor Jazz Wahn Dane AZ - *Astana Ywo (UK) AZ / *Ch
Bhuachaille Jazz Leader AZ
4yrs. Large, medium strong dog with good expression. Good wither, straight
back. Whilst the croup is of good length, it is slightly steep. Good fore and very
good hindquarter angulation. Stepping straight front and rear. Very good ground
covering gait with free forward reach.
6. *Dellahund Kic Atinalong AZ - *Ch. Uras v Trafalgar (Gmy) aZ /
*Dellahund Unique Harmony AZ
4yrs. Above medium size, medium strong, a dog with very good expression.
Good withers, still straight back, good croup but slightly steep. Good fore and
very good hindquarter angulations. Stepping straight in rear and narrow in front.
Very good far reaching gait.
7. *Durnstein Captain Kirk AZ - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / Durnstein
Zensation AZ
2yrs 5mths. Large, medium strong dog. Good withers and straight back. Slightly
short and steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations.
Stepping straight in rear and narrow in front. With very good movement, however
the forehand reach should be freer.

8. Ch. Alncrys Tracker AZ - *Gagarin Bad Boll (Gmy) aZ / *Ch. Alncrys Leezel
AZ
4yrs. 8-1/2mths. Large, strong dog with loose lips. Good wither, straight back.
Croup is of good length but slightly steep. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulations. Slightly light eye. Stepping straight in rear, and narrow in front.
Elbows should be firmer. Good ground covering gait but the forehand reach
should be freer.
CHALLENGE DOG - LASHADAS ACE OF HEARTS AZ
RESERVE DOG - FREMONT TOOHOT TOOHANDLE AZ

BABY PUPPY BITCH - GRADED 1-10 VER PROMISING 11-15 PROMISING
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
l0
ll
12
13
14
15

JAKNELL SWEET REVENGE
Aldaina Wizar/Aldaina Bijanka
DURNSTEIN DIRTY DANCING
Schneeberg Fire Storm/Durnstein Zensation
VLADIMIR ENS ARNT U
Fremont Toohot Toohandle/Vladimir Anarchy
VLADIMIR ENVY IS A SIN
as above
AIMSWAY FIRE LIGHT
Aimsway Aramis/Siersha Queen Onabbu
FREEVALE ON CENTRE STAGE
Cayos Noriswand/Eigenschaft Regal Flame
BEYCHIEF HOOPLA
Dellahund Kic Atinalong/Vonpeta Dipstick
AMBERG VARA
Diego Hassseltal/Amberg Java
BLUEMAX SCORCHING FIRE
Femont Toohot Toohandle/Newedge Justa Joker
FREEVALE ON CLOUD NINE
Cayos Noriswand/Freevale Love Me Crazy
DURNSTEIN DIVINE MISS
Schneeberg Fire Storm/Durnstein Zensation
BEYCHIEF CAROUSEL
Dellahund Kicatinalong/Vonpeta Dip Stick
ASTERHUND ISADORABLE
Uras Trafalga/Tonaker Bianca Bell
AIMSWAY FIRE N ICE
Aimsway Aramis/Siersha Queen Onabbu
REDHAUS ABBI
Rico Kleinen Brke/Cenni Wierlings Hook

MINOR PUPPY BITCH - GRADED 1-12 VERY PROMISING
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
l0
ll
12

ICCARA BELLAS LULLABYE
Vladimir Brutus/Iccara Sweet Home Alabama
SUNDANEKA SCANALOUS
Phillip
aus der Neun Haufferstrasse/Sundaneka French Kiss
FREEVALE STATE OF THE ART
Freevale Sweet Lachlan/Eigenschaft Regal Flame
VONRAUTEN QUENA
Vonrauten Arlo/Vonrauten Echo
YUKISAN SAMAYE
Aimsway Aramis/Ykisan Ukla
WINOLA MIA
Cayos Noriswand/Uhlmsdorf Zodiac Flyer
SCHNEERBERG ULTIMATELY CHICK
Freemont Toohot Toohandle/Schneerberg Pure Charm
TREUSCHUTZER SHOOTIN STARS
Dellahund Kicatinalong/Drepesh Stars So Shine
KELINPARK VIOLET KRUMBLE
Caos Noriswand/Kelinpark Jaffa
STEINHUEGEL DIANA
Uhlmsdorf Xtremecommanda/Astasia Vicki
STEINHUEGEL CHARLETTE
Cayos Noriswand/Uhlmsdorf Zodiac Flyer
SCHNEERBERG ULTIMATELY EXOTIC
Fremont Toohot Toohandle/Schneerberg Pure Charm

PUPPY BITCH - GRADED 1-3 VERY PROMISING 4-7 PROMISING
1
2
3
4
5
7

RUBYSWAY MISS LEXIE
Aimsway Stone Cold/Aimsway Koca Cola
ASTASIA ENZI
Mika Overledingerland/Astasia Ashanti
SUNHAZE TWISTIE
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Anique
STEINHUEGEL BILLIE JO
WillmaursCocklney Bill/Astasia Gemini
DELLAHUND UNDER WRAPS
Yacko HoltkamperSee/Dellahund Kic N Katch
HEIKO ELLIMAE
Cayos Noriswand/Heiko Mags All Over

JUNIOR BITCH - GRADED 1-8 VERY GOOD 9-16 GOOD
1

NARATHOR JACINTA AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Bhuachaille Jazz Leader
17 months - medium size medium strong very beautiful bitch very good type excellent
head feminine expression normal wither firm back good length and lay of croup
correctly angled fore and aft stands straight in front and good straight legs excellent
condition excellent free flowing gait showing absolute drive and reach, beautiful bitch.
2
CHAYESSA GEMICA AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Chayessa Denisha
l5 months - over medium size well presented very feminine bitch very good head and
expression beautiful condition normal wither firm back good length and ay of croup
well angled fore and aft lovely dark eye moves with very good thrust very good reach.
3.
ASTASIA CINNAMON
(not listed)
Tooth certificate supplied upper left P2 broken - over medium size medium strong
very good type of bitch lovely head and expression dark eye correct topline good
length of second thigh good fore angulation close going okay coming loose over the
back a little powerful gait good thrust and forereach.
4.
CONKASHA DAKOTA STAR
Lashadas Xcellento/Conkasha Sharlette
Correct medium size medium strong good proportions normal wither firm back good
length and lay of croup good length of second thigh good length of upper arm could
be a little better angled correct going and coming powerful hind thrust with good
reach.
5.
ICCARA JAVA JOYRIDE
Kantenna Hunter/Iccara Eye Candy
16 months - over medium size just medium strong feminine head well presented high
wither firm back slightly short and steep croup quite long in hocks feet could be
tighter knit upper arm could be longer correct going and coming free flowing gait
showing good reach and drive.
7.
SENMORA CLASSIC DESTINY
Dellahund Kicatinalong/Volscain Quella
Over medium size medium strong very typey bitch well balanced correct proportions
lovely head and expression alert and lively normal wither firm back good croup which
could be longer could do with a touch more length of second thigh upper arm quite
well angled could be a touch longer stands correct in front moves correct both ways,
ground covering gait showing good reach and drive.
8.
SANNJESA GOLD DIGGER AZ
Kwint Juerikstall/Sannjesa Copy cat
Over medum size medium strong very well balanced feminine very good type
excellent head and expression good dark eye normal wither firm back croup is
slightly short and slightly steep well angled hindquarters acceptable angled upper
arm stands correct in front loose in elbows moves better than what she shows shows
in stance.
9.

ANDACHT MAGIC WAND
Cayos Noriswand/Andacht Olivia
15 months - over medium size just medium strong very feminine bitch a little bit flat in
wither raises her back croup could be a touch longer well angled hindquarters upper
arm a little short and steep stands east west in front correct coming and going tends
to short step in front.

10.

ANDACHT ZINDI
Andacht Don Pedro/Andacht Zuzi
Medium size medium strong tad short in proportions very feminine head eye could be
slightly darker normal wither long croup well angled hindquarters good fore assembly
close behind elbows okay richly pigmented slightly roached in the back slightly short
in her proportions forereach could be better.
11.
LASHADAS KAHLUA
Karlos Werthe Muhle/Lashadas Osh Kosh
Medium size under medium strong very feminine bitch good type normal wither firm
back good length of croup which is slightly steep good length of second thigh well
defined brisket deep in front moving slightly overbuilt.
12
NICQUISTAR OTAVIA
Cayos Noriswand/Amstelpels Anika
12 months - over medium size medium strong very expressive feminine head and
expression normal wither firm back good lay and length of the croup upper arm is
slightly short and steep loose in hocks short stepping in the gait with loose hocks.
13
REJE BELLA
Komlohof Balboa/Veeay Rogue
Medium size under medium strong feminine head slightly paling in colour slightly flat
in the wither croup is good length but slightly steep hind angulation is acceptable
short steep upper arm stands correct in front correct going elbows yet to firm
adequate reach and drive not in the best of condition.
14
ALJUDAN BREEZE N BRAZEN
Aimsway Bacchus/Aljudan Cracklin Rosie
Medium size medium strong very feminine very good head and expression slightly
long in the muzzle very good topline slightly long second thigh good brisket
development for her age good length of hind stands straight in front slightly narrow in
proportions fair movement with adequate reach and drive.
15
SUNDANEKA QUEEN OF HEARTS
Lashadas Ace of Hearts/Sundaneka Calypso Queen
13 months - middle size and strength very feminine slightly narrow in proportions
normal wither firm back gentle lay of croup well angled hind assembly upper arm
could be longer and better angled close and loose in hocks okay coming digging in
too much in movement short stepping needs more training.
16
SHEPHERD HILL JAIMMIE
VonraautenDax/Shepherd Hill Cassidy
Medium size mediums trong not in best condition today feminine head eye could be
darker normal wither good length of croup upper arm is slightly short and steep little
close going correct coming uncordinated gait needs more training.

INTERMEDIATE BITCH - GRADED 1-13 VERY GOOD
1

FREEVALE CRAZY IN PINK AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Freevale Crazy for Love
18 months - over medium size substantial female of excellent type good height to
length proportions normal wither firm very good length and lay of the croup strong
broad thighs correct chest development good brisket stands correct in front rich black
and tan correct going and coming excellent gait showing very good hind thrust and
forward reach keeping her topline at all times.
2
ALDAINA BRONACK AZ
Ambala Caprio./Aldaina Bijanka
2 1/2 years - over medium size medium strong very good type of female very good
head and expression balanced proportions slight nick behind wither flaws an
otherwise excellent topline very good hind angulation slightly steep in upper arm
good brisket development stands correct in front loose hocks tends to do an
adequate gait should show more enthusiasm in the gait.
3
UHLMSDORF DIXIE CHICK
Cayos Noriswand/Uhlmsdorf Vanilla
18 months - over medium size medium strong very good type good height to length
proportions feminine head good expression normal wither firm back slightly long in
second thigh good brisket development good front assembly stands correct in front
wide going and coming moves enthusiastically good hind thrust with good forward
reach.
4
ASTASIA VENUS AZ
Gollo Leinder Land/Astasia Ashanti
19 months - Medium size medium strong good type of bitch good head and
expression normal wither firm back good breadth of second thigh good brisket good
length and angle of the upper arm stands correct in front close going enthusiastic gait
showing good reach and drive.
5
LEISHJACLYN PROM DANCER
Cayos Noriswand/Nujaclyn Go Go Dancer
2 years 2 months - rich black and gold over medium size medium strong well
proportioned very good topline good angles fore and aft very feminine head and
expression stands correct in front good straight bones little close behind correct
going away shows good topline very good movement showing very good hind thrust
and forward reach.
6
DEBBAR PORSCHE AZ
Debbar Fire Cracker/DebbarCamilla
2 years - over medium size under medium strong somewhat narrow in proportions
normal wither firm back long croup could have a bit more brisket development upper
arm could be longer and better angled somewhat snipey in the head loose hocks
narrow going elbows yet to firm moves enthusiastically good reach and drive.
7
JEZIAHN REGINA AZ
Mike Estherlager/Jesiahn Oaneka
22 months - large strong slightly pale in colour feminine head good expression very
good topline slightly long in second thigh slightly long in the hocks good chest
development angle of the upper is good slightly short a little flat in the feet moves
close behind could be firmer in hocks croup could be longer moves enthusiastically
shows adequate reach and drive.

8

DELLAHUND ONE TOO FANCY AZ
Dellahund High N Mighty/Dellahund Wild Woman
2 yrs l0 mnths - medium size medium strong very good type well balanced beautiful
rich colour very dark eyes very feminine head normal wither firm back good angle of
the front and rear close behind moves correct coming good hind thrust restricted in
the reach.
9
SENMORA ALL ABOUT MAGIC AZ
Dellahund Desert Driver/Conkasha Wicked Princess
26 months - large mediium strong slightly stretched proportions slightly flat on the
wither back not firm in movement croup short and steep good angulation of the hind
good length of upper arm but slightly steep strong head but still feminine stands
correct in front elbows yet to firm close and hocks loose behind powerful movement.
l0
KUIRAU SHAHERA
Kwint Jueriksall/Kuirau Jubilation
19 months - over medium size substantial female of very good type slightly stretched
proportions wavey hair over the croup detracts from an otherwise good topline strong
but feminine head very good hindquarters good length of upper arm that could be
better angled slightly hocky behind elbows yet to firm shows good movement with
adequate reach and drive.
11
SUNDANEKA OKINA
Cayos Noriswand/Sundaneka Xanadu
18 months - medium size medium strong very good head and expression normal
wither firm back croup a little steep good broad thighs forequarters could be better
angled stands correct in front could do with more brisket hocky going close coming
shows adequate reach and drive
12
AMBALA CANDY AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Ambala All That Jazz
18 months - chipped incisor - large substantial female strong head slightly stretched
proportions normal wither broad second thigh good chest development good length
of the upper arm which could be slightly better angled stands correct in front close
behind elbows yet to firm moves enthusiastically showing good reach and drive slight
movement over the back.

13

SUNDANEKA MYSTIQUE AZ
Sannjesa Crusty Demon/Sundaneka Burmuda Rose
22 months - medium size under medium strong very feminine bitch of good type flat
on the wither tends to raise her back croup a little flat very good hind angulation
adequate front angulation brisket could be more developed stands correct in front
loose hocks elbows yet to firm gait could be more co-ordinated.

OPEN BITCH - GRADED 1-11 EXCELLENT 12-15 VERY GOOD
1

KARMAY KOKODA AZ
Ambala Caprio/Indara Bit Of Class
3 1/2 years - over medium size medium strong well pigmented female of excellent
type good height to length proportions well balanced very good topline slight nick
behind wither very good hind assembly good brisket stands correct in front correct
coming and going shows very powerful gait very good hind thrust excellent forward
reach maintained her topline at all speeds correct sequence of steps.
2
TANNALANE LAKOTA BELLE AZ
Ambala Caprio/Druann Fantasia
3 1/2 years - large, mediums trong, well pigmented female strong substantial very
good head and expression good type good height to length proportions good wither
firm back good length and lay of croup well angled hind good forechest development
stands correct in front close behind and coming powerful gait showing very good hind
thrust and adequate reach.
3
ALDAINA BIJANKA AZ
Karlrach Stone Th Crows/Aldaina Briana
6 years - large strong substantial good type good rich colour well pigmented good
head and expression normal wither firm back croup short well angled hind good front
assembly stands correct in front close going and coming elbows to firm powerful gait
excellent hind thrust good transmission in the back excellent forward reach.
4
ASTASIA ASHANTI AZ
Astasia Heico/Astasia Ginger
7 years - over medium size mediums trong slightly narrow black and tan normal
wither firm back long second thigh good in the chest good length of upper arm could
be bettrer angled stands correct in front close going elbows could be firmer shows
powerful hind thrust very good forereach.
5
YUKISAN UKLA AZ
Scheer Tequila/Asuka di Casa Massarelli
37 months - over medium size medium strong good type of female showing the
correct sex characteristics good height to length proportions very good topline good
length of second thigh very good fore assembly stands correct in front elbows loose
back should be firmer in movement very powerful gait very good forereach.
6
NARATHOR RINN FEMME FATALE AZ
Glenbala Wild Grand Finale/Bhuachaille Over All
30 months - medium size medium strong well pigmented bitch of good type alert and
lovely expression normal wither firm back well angled hind good length of upper arm
that could be better angled good brisket stands correct in front hocky loose elbows
powerfull gait with good forward reach.
7
VLADIMIR ANARCHY AZ
Unshaus Storm Strike/Vladimir Olymp Brook
4 1/2 years - large strong substantial very good head and expression normal wither
firm back well angled hind a touch long in hocks good chest development good
length of upper arm close and hocky behind elbows yet to firm very powerful gait
excellent hind thrust free in the forereach.
8
KUIRAU RUBY AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Kuirau Jubilation
3 1/2 years - strong substantial female slightly narrow and chest could be more
developed strong but still freminine head normal wither firm back croup is a little short
and steep good hind upper arm slightly short close going and coming should be
firmer over the back in movement good hind thrust good forereach.

9

VEEAY ROGUE AZ
Gagarin Bad Boll/Otana Bad Boll
2 years - large substantial female good pigment very strong head good dark eye
normal wither firm back croup is short good breadth of second thigh just a little long
good forechest correct coming someqhat close going runs enthusiastically showing
good reach and drive showing movement over the back.
l0
SUNDANEKA IZZY STARDUST AZ
Orpheus Krauterweise/Sundaneka Tulua
2 1/2 years - medium size medium strong slightly short proportions good type very
feminine head good expression normal wither firm back good length of croup good
broad thighs good chest development good length of upper arm stands correct in
front loose in hocks correct going runs showing good reach and drive very good
forereach.
ll
SUNDANEKA BURMUDA ROSE AZ
Uras Trafalga/Sundaneka Tulua
3 years - over medium size medium strong balanced bitch of good type normal wither
slightly short in proportions long croup good hind balanced chest proportions stands
correct in front close going wide coming croup is short powerful gait with good reach
and drive.
12
SUNDANEKA FRENCH KISS AZ
Orpheus Krauterweise/Sundaneka Tulua
2 1/2 yrs - mediuim size medium strong slightly stretched proportions very good head
and expression wither could be a touch higher firm back good length and lay of the
croup well angled hind good chest development upper arm should be longer and
better angled pasterns could be firmer feet a little flat moves close and hocky going
correct coming gait should be more enthusiastic and powerful.
13
AMSTELPELS ANEKA AZ
AimswayAbacus/Turnberry Sherley
2 1/2 years - worn incisors - medium size medium strong well pigmented normal
wither firm back croup is well laid but could be longer very good hind upper arm could
be longer and better angled good chest stands correct in front long tail wide going
elbows yet to firm somewhat close coming runs enthusiastically with adequate reach
and drive.
14
VONRAUTEN XIAM GRAIOUS AZ
Aimsway Bacchus/Vonrauten Yor Torie
31 months - over medium size medium strong very feminine bitch good type good
height to length proportions normal wither firm back croup slightly short and steep
slightly long in second thigh good front assembly stands correct in front correct going
and coming runs enthusiastically showing good hind thrust and adequate forereach
but tends to fall on the forehand.
15
DURNSTEIN CHAMPAGNE AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Durnstein Zensation
29 months - very feminine bitch well pigmented slightly stretched proportions wither
could be higher firm back long in second thigh upper arm should be longer and better
angled could do with further chest development stands correct correct going slightly
narrow coming elbows yet to close moves showing adequate reach and drive.
VOITLANDER PINA COLADA AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Stunadel Olympia
23 months - over mediium size strong substantial well pigmented strong but feminine
head good topline very good hindquarters balanced chest proportions stands correct
in front little close going and coming effortless gait but could show more enthusiasm.
(Withdrawn with permission due to heat stress)
CHALLENG BITCH - KARMAY KOKODA AZ
RESERVE BITCH - NARATHOR JACINTA AZ

General Specials
Best in Show *Ch Lashadas Ace of Hearts AZ
Runner Up BISS *Ch Karmay Kokoda AZ
Challenge Bitch *Ch Karmay Kokoda AZ
Reserve Challenge Bitch Narathor Jazzcinta AZ
Challenge Dog *Ch Lashadas Ace of Hearts AZ
Reserve Challenge Dog *Fremont Toohot To Handle AZ
Baby In Show - Vladimir Envy This
Minor In Show - Iccara Bella's Lullabye
Puppy In Show - Rubysway Miss Lexie
Junior In Show - Nararthor Jazzcinta AZ
Inter in show - *Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ
Open in show - *Lashadas Ace of Hearts AZ

OPEN DOG WINNER
DOG CHALLENGE & BEST IN SHOW

OPEN BITCH WINNER & BITCH CHALLENGE &
RUNNER UP TO BEST IN SHOW

* Ch Lashadas Ace Of Hearts AZ

*Ch Karmay Kokoda AZ

INTERMEDIATE DOG
*Ch. Freevale Causin Chaos AZ

INTERMEDIATE BITCH
*Ch. Freevale Crazy in Pink AZ

JUNIOR DOG
Astasia Boeing AZ

JUNIOR BITCH & RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH
Narathor Jazzcinta AZ

PUPPY DOG
Astasia Eli HIC

PUPPY BITCH
Rubysway Miss Lexie

MINOR PUPPY DOG
Freevale Gotcha Good

MINOR PUPPY BITCH
Iccara Bella's Lullabye

BABY PUPPY DOG
Vladimir Envy This

BABY PUPPY BITCH
Jaknell Sweet Revenge

Official photos supplied by ffiona Erskine 0411 116787
www.simplesite.com/ffirephoto Email ffirephoto@live.com

Raffle
Raffle of Large plush Animal Mattress, kindly Donated by PetStock Animal supplies,
Penrith.
Raffle of won by Mr Jack Senior
Show Sponsors
We would like to thank the following for sponsoring the show

PETstock Animal Supplies Penrith
Shop 1, 61-79 Henry Street
Penrith N.S.W. 2750
Phone 4721 4842
Email penrith@petstock.com.au

PETstock Animal Supplies Bella Vista
1a, 4-6 Celebration Drive
Bella Vista N.S.W.
Phone: 8824 9395
Email: bellavista@petstock.com.au

ffiona Erskine
Photographer and Digital Artist
0411 116787
www.simplesite.com/ffirephoto Email ffirephoto@live.com

Spring Fair Championship Show Sunday 22nd November 2009
Glynis Appleby (UK) - Dogs & Best of Breed
Herr Peter Arth (SV) - Germany Bitches
BABY PUPPY DOG - GRADINGS 1-7 VERY PROMISING
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

VLADIMIR ENVY THIS
Freemont Toohot Toohandle/Vladimir Anarchy
JAKNELL DEADLY SIN
Aldaina Wizard/Aldaina Bijanka
AIMSWAY FLAME THROWER
Aimsway Aramis/SiershaQueen Onabbu
SUNDANEKA TROY
Lashadas Ace of Hearts/Sundaneka Bonnie Belle
FREEVALE ON THE PROWL
Cayos Noriswand/Freevale Love Me Crazy
VLADIMIR ENVY OF THEM ALL
Fremont Toohot Toohandle/Vladimir Anarchy
VONRAUTEN SWIFT
Toutonic Enzo Bad Boll/Shepherd Hill Dirty Dancer
INCAVALE CALYPSO FIRE
(not listed)
AMBERG WALDO
Diego Hasseltal/mberg Irish Dream

MINOR PUPPY DOG - GRADED 1-7 VERY PROMISING
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

FREEVALE GOTCHA GOOD
Kwint Juerikstall/Freevale Envious Eyes
SCHNEEBERG ULTIATELY KRYPTIC
Fremont Toohot toohandle/Schneeberg Pure Charm
KUIRAU VEGAS
Kuirau Lincoln/Kuirau Ocean Breeze
LAWINE ERASMUS
(not listed)
TREUSCHUTZER CAUTIN THE ACT
Dellahund Kicatinalong/Drepesh Stars Do Shine
GLENBALA ULTIMATE INDIAN
Uras Trafalga/Glenbala Wild Ivory
GLENBALA UNDERCOVER INDIAN
Uras Trafalga/Glenbala Wild Ivory

PUPPY DOG - GRADED 1-5 VERY PROMISING
1
2
3
4
5

ASTASIA ELI
(Not listed)
FREEVALE NOTHING TOO SERIOUS
As du Domaine Du Val D'Aulnoy/Freevale Sweet Nothings
ADUELE ICEMAN
Iccara Undercover Agent/Aduele Divine Diva
SCHEER BILLYRIMBA
Cayos Noriswand/Scheer Ananke
STEINHUEGAL BILLY THE KID
Willmaurs Cockney Bill/Astasia Gemini

JUNIOR DOG - GRADED 1-6 VERY GOOD
1

ASTASIA BOEING AZ
Gollo Leinder Land/Astasia Pasha
16 months - over medium size medium strong lovely dark head correct height to
length proportions correct chest development normal wither firm back correct length
and lay of croup excellent hind angulation good length of upper arm stands correct
coming correct going elbows yet to firm powerful movement free flowing effortless
gait.
2
NARATHOR JAZZ DRUMMER AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Bhuachaille Jazz Leader
17 months - over medium size medium strong good pigmentation good strong
masculine head strong mask normal wither back is firm good length and lay of croup
very good hind angulation balanced chest proportions correct coming and going
excellent movement effortless gait.
3
HINTERHAUS FRENCH LIASON
As 'du Domaine Du Val D'Aulnoy/Hinterhaus Butterscotch
15 months - medium size medium strong well pigmented male good masculine head
normal wither firm back croup is well angled but slightly short correct length of
second thigh good chest development stands correct in front close behind correct
coming very good move with very good hindquarter thrust and very good forereach
4
NICQUISTAR ORSOM MAJOR
Cayos Noriswand/Amstel Pils Anika
13 months - large medium strong very masculine good pigmentation good height to
length proportions very well balanced very good topline good hind angulation very
good fore stands correct in front loose hocks correct coming very powerful
movement showing excellent hind thrust and good forward reach the back should be
firmer in movement.
5
KUIRAU TRENT
Kwint Juerikstall/Kuirau Jubilation
13 months - medium size medium strong very good type very good masculine head
normal wither firm back good group slightly short and steep pigmentation could be
stronger adequate hind stands correct in front correct going and coming very
powerful hind thrust should be free-er in the forereach.
6
STEINHUEGEL ANZAC
Sannjesa Crusty Demon/Uhlmsdorf Zodiac Flyer
16 months - medium size medium strong good pigmentation would like stronger head
normal wither firm back good length and lay of the croup good length of second thigh
needs to be more developed in the chest upper arm should be better angled but is of
good length stands correct in front correct coming and going, digging in too much in
the gait causing him to short step during movement looks better in stance than in
movement.
INTERMEDIATE DOG - GRADED 1-5 VERY GOOD
1

VLADIMIR CICKA WAH WAH
Uras Trafalga/Vladimir Olymp Brook
25 months - strongly pigment outstanding male excellent masculinity strong head
dark eye normal wither firm back and short croup slightly overangulated second thigh
good chest development very good fore angulation stands correct in front somewhat
close going correct coming elbows need to firm effortless gait.

2

FREEVALE CAUSIN CHAOS A
Cayos Noriswand/Eigenschaft Regal Flame
23 months - over medium size strong substantial male very good bone good
pigmentation very good head and expression slightly short in proportions normal
wither good length and lay of the croup strong well developed hindquarters should be
a little more developed in brisket very good forequarters and upper arm correct going
elbows yet to firm loose in back a little in movement has a very free gait needs more
hind thrust.
3
CONKASHA QUANTAM RAIDER
Joanchell Condor/Conkasha Vanta
20 months - very well pigmented over medium size medium strong slightly stretched
proportions normal withers firm back underjaw could be stronger croup could be a
little longer well angled hindquarters good length of upper arm which could be better
angled stands correct in front slightly steep in pasterns correct coming and going
very powerful gait and good transmission over the back and forequarters should be
slightly free-er.
4
KOMLOHOF BALBOA
Cayos Noriswand/Kuirau Nicely Made
28 months - large substantial good pigmentation very good head and expression high
wither firm back long croup could be better angled good hind assembly good chest
proportions upper is slightly short an steep steep in pasterns feet could be tighter
correct coming and going powerful gait showing good reach and drive.
5
KUIRAU QUINLAN
Cayos Noriswand/Kuirau Fantasia
23 months - medium size medium strong slightly stretched very good head and
expression good pigmentation normal withers firm back croup is a little short but well
angled good length of second thigh good length of upper arm well developed brisket
stands correct in front loose in hocks elbows yet to firm showing good hind thrust
needs to be free-er in forereach and should be firmer in the backline.
OPEN DOG - GRADED 1-8 EXCELLENT
1

SCHNEERBERG FIRE STORM AZ
Scheer Jose Cuervo/Schneerberg Pure Charm
26 months - beautiful colouring over medium size strong very masculine shown in
beautiful condition normal wither firm back good length and lay of croup strong
hindquarters good length of second thigh brisket could be a little better upper arm is
well angled but could be slightly longer stands correct in front close going correct
coming very well balanced dog correct proportions powerful free flowing gait good
sequence of steps lovely hindquarters good transmission over the back good
forereach.
2
DELLAHUND PARTY PRIZE AZ
Dellahund Desert Driver/Dellahund High N Posh
2 1/2 years - big strong substantial vey well pigmented very good coat and condition
normal wither firm back showing good strong broad thighs good chest development
upper arm is of good length and angled stands correct in front close going correct
coming elbows yet to firm very powerful free flowing gait good hind thrust very good
forereach.

3

SUNHAZE OUTRAGIOUS AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Lyca
2 1/2 years - large strong substantial male good pigment pronounced sex
characteristics excellent topline strong powerful hind assembly good angle of the
upper arm which could be a little longer good chest development stands correct
steps close at rear correct coming elbows still to firm very good free flowing
movement excellent hind thrust and reach.
4
NARATHOR JAZZ WAHN DANE AZ
Astana Ywo/Bhuachaille Jazz Leader
3 years - large strong substantial very masculine pronounced sex characteristics very
good expression high wither normal back long croup with well angled long hocks
good length of second thigh upper arm could be slightly better angled good height to
length proportions correct coming and going very powerful movement showing very
good reach and drive.
5.
LASHADAS ACE OF HEARTS AZ
Iccara Undercover Agent/Spellbinder Kellys Pride
39 months - over medium size just medium strong very good muscled dog very good
head ears et slightly close normal wither firm back short croup very good hind
assembly good length of upper arm good brisket stands correct in front good height
to length proportions elbows yet to firm very good gait very good hind thrust good
forereach holds his topline.
6.
DELLAHUND KIC ATINALONG AZ
Uras Trafalga/Dellahund Unique Harmony
4 years - beautiful rich pigmented male over medium size medium strong head
should be slightly more masculine normal withers firm back long croup is slightly
steep well angled hind good chest development stands correct in front close behind
very enthusiastic gaiting very powerful hind thrust forward reach should be free-er.
7.
DURNSTEIN CAPTAIN KIRK AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Durnstein Zensation
2 1/2 years - strong pigmented male would like more stop good height to length
proportions wither somewhat flat firm back croup short strong hindquarters well
angled forequarters correct brisket stands correct in front correct going and coming
adequate hind thrust with adequate reach.
8.
DEBBAR FIRE CRACKER AZ
Leishjaclyn Zpartacus/Astasia Tiffany
6 years - large medium strong slightly stretched proportions good masculine head
normal wither firm back short slightly over angled hindquarters upper arm should be
longer and better angled good chest proportions close going could put more effort
into his gaiting adequate hind thrust could be free-er in front.
CHALLENGE DOG - SCHNEEBERG FIRE STORM AZ
RESERVE DOG - DELLAHUND PARTY PRIZE AZ

BABY PUPPY BITCH - GRADED 1-10 VERY PROMISING 11-13 PROMISING
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
l0
ll
12
13

BLUEMAX SCORCHING FIRE
Fremont Toohot Toohandle/Mowedge Juissa Joker
AIMSWAY FIRE LIGHT
Aimsway Aramiz/Siersha Queen Onabbu
JAKNELL SWEET REVENGE
Aldaina Wizard/Aldaina Bijanka
FREEVALE ON CLOUD NINE
Cayos Noriswand/Freevale Love Me Crazy
VLADIMIR ENVY IS A SIN
Fremont Toohot Toohandle/Vladimir Anarchy
AMBERG VARA
Diego Hasseltal/Amberg Jave
SUNDANEKA TALLULAH
Lashadas Ace of Hearts/Sundaneka Bonnie Belle
VLADIMIR ENVS ARNT U
Fremont Toohot Toohandle/Vladimir Anarchy
DURNSTEIN DIVINE MISS
Schneerberg Fire Storm/Durnstein Zensataion
ASTERHUND ISADORABLE
Uras Trafalga/Tonaker Bianca Bell
BEYCHIEF CAROUSEL
Dellahund Kicatinalong/Vonpeta Dip Stick
DURNSTEIN DIRTY DANCING
Schneerberg Fire Storm/Durnstein Zensataion
REDHAUS ABBI
Rico Kleinen Birke/Cenni Wierlings Hook

MINOR PUPPY BITCH - GRADED 1-10 VERY PROMISING 11-12 PROMISING
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
l0
ll
12

FREEVALE STATE OFTHE ART
Freevale Sweet Lachlan/Eigenschaft RegalFlame
ICCARA BELLAS LULLABYE
Vladimir Brutus/Iccara Sweet Home Alabama
VONRAUTEN QUENA
Vonrauten Arlo/Vonrauten Echo
STEINHUEGEL DIANA
Uhlmsdorf Xtremecommanda/Astasia Vicki
YUKISAN SAMAYE
Aimsway Aramis/Yukisan Ukla
TREUSCHUTZER SHOOTIN STARS
Dellahund Kic Atinalong/Drepesh Stars Do Shine
STEINHUEGEL CHARLOTTE
Cayos Noriswand/Uhlmsdorf Zodiac Flyer
KELINPARK VIOLET KRUMBLE
Cayos Noriswand/Kelinpark Jaffa
WINOLA MIA
Cayos Noriswand/Winola Rio
SUNDANEKA SCANDALOUS
Phillip Aus Der Neuen Hauffstrasse/Sundaneka French Kiss
SCHNEERBERG ULTIMATELY CHICK
Fremont Toohot Toohandle/Schneeberg Pure Charm
SCHNEERBERG ULTIMATELY EXOTIC
Fremont Toohot Toohandle/Schneerberg Pure Charm

PUPPY BITCH - GRADED 1-5 VERY PROMISING
1

ASTASIA ENZI
Mika Overledingerland/Astasia Pasha
DELLAHUND UNDER WRAPS
Yacko Holtkampersee/Dellahund Kic N Katch
SUNHAZE TWISTIE
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Anique
RUBYSWAY MISS LEXIE
Aimsway Stone Cold/Aimsway Koca Cola
STEINHUEGEL BILLIE JO
Willmaurs Cockney Bill/Astasia Gemini

2
3
4
5

JUNIOR BITCH - Gradings: All Very Good
1.

Narathor Jazzcinta AZ - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / *Ch.
Bhuachaille Jazz Leader AZ
17 mths. Large strong bitch of much type. High wither, straight back, good lay of
croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Stepping straight in front
and rear and very good far reaching gait.
2.
Chayessa Gemica AZ – *Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / *Chayessa
Denisha AZ
16 mths. Large strong bitch of good type, with good bones. Good wither, straight
back, good fore and very good hindquarter angulations. Stepping straight in front
and rear. Very good ground covering movement.
3.
Lashadas Kahlua - *Karlos vd Werther-Muhle (Gmy) aZ - *Lashadas Osh
Kosh AZ
16-1/2 mths. Large bitch of good type. Very well pigmented. High wither,
straight back with a slightly short croup. Good fore and hindquarter angulations.
Slightly yellow eye. Stepping straight front and rear. Very good far reaching gait.
4.
Astasia Cinnamon HIC - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / *Astasia
Grayce
13-1/2 mths. Very large and strong bitch. High wither, straight back, slightly
short and steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations.
Stepping narrow in front and rear. Very good far reaching gait.
5.
Aljudan Breeze N Brazen - *Aimsway Bacchus AZ / *Aljudan Cracklin
Rosie AZ.
11-1/2 mths. Large medium strong bitch with high wither. Straight back, slightly
steep and short croup. Good angulations of fore and hindquarter. Goes slightly
narrow in front and rear. Very good ground covering gait.
6.
Andacht Magic Wand - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ *Andacht Olivia
16 mths. Large strong bitch with good wither and straight back. Good croup but
slightly short. Good angulations of fore and hindquarter. Stepping straight in
front and rear. Very good far reaching gait.
7.
Iccara Java Joyride – Kantenna Hunter AZ / Iccara Eye Candy AZ
17 mths. Above medium size, medium strong bitch with a very good head. Good
wither. Straight back, slightly short and steep croup. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulations. Hocks should be firmer. Goes slightly narrow in front.
Very good far reaching gait.
8.
Andacht Zindi - *Ch. Andacht Don Pedro AZ / *Andacht Zuzi AZ
14-1/2 mths. Medium size, medium strong bitch, well pigmented. Good wither,
the back could be slightly straighter. Slightly steep and short croup. Good fore
and very good hindquarter angulation. Goes slightly narrow in front and rear.
Very good far reaching gait, however the reach could be a little freer.

9.
Conkasha Dakota Star – Lashadas Xcellento / Conkasha Sharlette
12 mths. Large, medium strong bitch with good wither and straight back. Slightly
short croup and good angulations of the fore and hindquarter. Stepping straight
in rear, narrow in front. Very good movement.
10.
Senmora Classic Destiny - *Dellahund Kic Atinalong AZ / *Volscain
Quella
12 mths. Large bitch of much type with a good topline. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulations. Short underchest. Stepping narrow front and rear.
Good expansive gait.
11.
Sannjesa Gold Digger AZ - *Ch. Kwint v. Juerikstall AZ / *Sannjesa
Copycat AZ
16 mths. Large, medium strong bitch of very good type. Good wither. Still
straight back. Good length of the croup but slightly steep. Good angulations of
fore and hindquarter. Stepping straight front and rear. Very good far reaching
gait.
12.
Nicquistar Octavia - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ/ *Amstelpils Anika
AZ
13mths. Large, medium strong, slightly stretched bitch. Good wither, straight
back, with slightly steep and short croup. Good angulations of fore and
hindquarter. Hocks should be firmer. Stepping straight in front. Very good
ground covering gait.
13. Sundaneka Queen Of Hearts AZ – *Ch. Lashadas Ace of Hearts AZ /
*Sundaneka Calypso Queen AZ
13mths. Above medium size, medium strong bitch with good withers and straight
back. The croup is slightly short and steep. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulations. Hocks should be firmer. Stepping narrow in front.
Good movement but falls on the forehand.
Note: The following bitch was not in list of placings – withdrawn(?)
129.
KUIRAU TAKEIRA - *Kwint vom Juerikstall (UK) aZ / *Kuirau
Jubilation AZ
13-1/2mths. Above medium size, medium strong bitch with good wither and
straight back. Good croup but slightly steep, good fore and hindquarter
angulations. Steps straight in rear but narrow in front. Very good far reaching
gait but the forehand reach should still be a bit freer.
INTERMEDIATE BITCH - Gradings: All Very Good.
1. Ch. Debbar Porsche AZ – Ch. Debbar Fire Cracker / *Ch. Debbar Camilia
AZ
25 mths. Large, medium strong bitch of much type. High wither. Straight back.
Good length and lay of the croup. Correct angulations of front and hindquarter.
Stepping straight in rear but slightly wide in front. Very good ground covering gait
and free forehand reach.
2. *Volscain Questa AZ - *Karlos vd Werther-Muhle (Gmy) aZ / *Molle vd
Werther-Muhle (Gmy) aZ
2yrs. 9mths. Large, medium strong bitch with good withers, straight back.
Slightly short and steep croup. Good fore and very good hind quarter
angulations. Stepping straight in rear, and narrow in front. Very good ground
covering gait.

3. *Aldaina Bronack AZ - *Ch. Ambala Caprio AZ / *Ch Aldaina Bijanka AZ
2yrs 8mths. Very large, medium strong, a bitch of much type. High wither,
straight back. Slightly short and steep croup. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulations. Stepping straight front and rear with very good far
reaching gait.
4. *Astasia Venus AZ - *Gollo vom Leinder Land (Gmy) / *Astasia Ashanti AZ
23-1/2 mths. Large, medium strong bitch with high withers, still straight back
and slightly short and steep croup. Correct angulations of the fore and
hindquarter. Stepping slightly narrow in front and rear. Very good ground
covering gait.
5. Ch. Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / *Ch.
Freevale Crazy for Love AZ
21-1/2 mths. Large, medium strong bitch with good wither and straight back.
Good length and lay of croup. Good angulations of fore and hindquarter.
Stepping straight in front and rear. Very good ground covering gait.
6. Leishjaclyn Prom Dancer - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / *Nujaclyn Go
Go Dancer AZ
20-1/2mths. Large, elongated bitch, medium strong. Good wither. Straight
back, good length of croup but slightly steep, good fore and very good
hindquarter angulations. The hocks should be firmer. Stepping narrow in front.
Very good far reaching gait.
7. Ulmsdorf Dixie Chick - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / *Uhlmsdorf Vanilla
AZ
19 mths. Large, medium strong bitch. Good wither, straight back, slightly short
and steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations. The hocks
should be firmer. Very good far reaching gait.
8. *Jezlahn Regina AZ - *Mike vom Estherlager (Imp UK) / *Jezlahn Oaneka
AZ
2 yrs. Very large, medium strong bitch with good wither and straight back.
Slightly short and steep croup. Good angulations of fore and hindquarter.
Stepping straight in rear, narrow in front. Very good ground covering gait.
9. *Senmora All About Magic AZ - *Dellahund Desert Driver AZ / “Conkasha
Wicked Princess AZ
2yrs 2-1/2 mths. Large, medium strong bitch with good expression. High wither,
straight back, good length and lay of croup. Elongated. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulations. Stepping narrow in rear, and straight in front. Very
good movement with free forward reach.
10. Dellahund One Too Fancy AZ - *Dellahund High N Mighty AZ / *Dellahund
Wild Woman AZ
2yrs 10mths. Large, medium strong and very well pigmented bitch. Good wither,
straight back, the croup is slightly short and steep. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulations. Stepping narrow in front and rear. Good movement ,
the forehand reach should be freer.
11. Freevale Tickled Pink - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / *Freevale Crazy
For Love AZ
21-1/2 mths. Large, strong bitch with good wither. Still straight back. Slightly
short and steep croup. Good angulations of the fore and hindquarter. The hocks
should be firmer. Stepping narrow in front. Good movement.
12. *Sundaneka Mystique AZ - *Sannjesa Crusty Demon AZ / *Sundaneka
Burmuda Rose AZ
23-1/2 mths. Above medium size, medium strong bitch with high wither. Straight
back. Good length of croup, good fore and very good hind quarter angulations.
Hocks should be firmer. Stepping straight in front .. Good far reaching gait, but
forward reach should still be freer.

AUSTRALIAN BRED BITCH - Grading: Very Good.
1. Sundaneka Okina - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / *Sundaneka Xanadu
18mths. Large bitch of much type. Good withers, straight back, good length and
lay of croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations. Stepping
straight in front and rear. Good movement.
OPEN BITCH = Gradings: All Graded Excellent.
1. *Karmay Kokoda AZ – Ch. Ambala Caprio AZ / *Indara Bit Of Class (Imp
NZ) AZ
3yrs. 8mths. Large, medium strong bitch. Good wither with slight dip behind.
Straight back, slightly short and steep croup. Good fore and very good hind
quarter angulations. Going and coming is straight. Good movement but reach
could be freer.
2. *Astasia Lorie AZ - *Cayos von der Noriswand (Imp gmy) aZ / *Ch Astasia
Ashanti AZ
2yrs 11-1/2 mths. Bitch of above medium size, medium strong, good wither.
Straight back, croup is slightly steep. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulations. Stepping straight front and rear with very good ground covering
gait.
3. *Sundaneka Izzy Stardust AZ - *Orpheus vd Krauterweise (Imp Gmy) aZ /
*Ch Sundaneka Tulua AZ
2yrs. 9-1/2 mths. Large, medium strong bitch, good withers. Straight back,
slightly short and steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.
Stepping straight in rear and narrow in front. Very good ground covering gait.
4. *Narathor Fin Femme Fatale HIC AZ - *Gr Ch. Glenbala Wild Grand Finale
ET AZ / *Bhuachaille Over All AZ
2yrs. 6-1/2 mths. Large, medium strong bitch, good wither and straight back.
Slightly short and steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulations. Light eyes. Stepping straight in front and rear. Elbows should be
tighter. Very good ground covering gait.
5. *Ch. Vladimir Anarchy AZ - *Unshaus Storm Strike AZ / *Vladimir Olymp
Brook AZ
2yrs. 4mths. Large bitch, strong, good withers and straight back. Good length
and lay of croup. Good angulations of fore and hindquarter. Stepping narrow in
front and rear. Very good ground covering gait.
6. Tannalane Lakota Belle AZ - *Ch. Ambala Caprio AZ / Druann Fantasia AZ
3yrs. 6mths. Large, strong, elongated bitch. Good withers, straight back.
Slightly steep and short croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulations. Stepping straight in front and rear. Very good ground covering gait.
7. *Sundaneka French Kiss AZ - *Ch Orpheus vd Krauterweise (Imp Gmy) aZ
/ *Sundaneka Xanadu AZ
3yrs. 9-1/2 mths. Large, medium strong bitch. High wither and straight back.
Slightly short and steep croup.. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulations. Slightly loose hocks. Stepping straight in front and rear. Good
ground covering gait.

8. *Ch. Yukisan Ukla - *Ch Scheer Tequila / *Asuka Di Casa Massarelli (Imp It)
3yrs 1mth. Large, strong bitch with good wither. Straight back. The croup is
slightly short. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations. Still stepping
straight in front and rear. Good ground covering gait. Ligaments of the back
should be tighter.
CHALLENGE BITCH - KARMAY KOKODA AZ
RESERVE BITCH - DEBBAR PORSCHE AZ

General Specials
Best of Breed * Ch Karmay Kokoda AZ
Runner Up BOB *Ch. Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ
Challenge Bitch *Ch Karmay Kokoda AZ
Reserve Challenge Bitch Ch. Debbar Porsche AZ
Challenge Dog *Ch. Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ
Reserve Challenge Dog * Dellahund Party Prize AZ
Best Baby Puppy - Freevale On The Prowl
Best Minor Puppy - Freevale State of the Art
Best Puppy - Astasia Enzi
Best Junior - Narathor Jazzcinta AZ
Best Intermediate - Ch. Debbar Porsche AZ
Best Australian Bred - Sundaneka Okina
Best Open of Breed - * Ch Karmay Kokoda AZ

OPEN DOG WINNER
DOG CHALLENGE & RUNNER UP BEST OF
BREED
*Ch. Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ

OPEN BITCH WINNER & BITCH CHALLENGE &
BEST OF BREED
*Ch Karmay Kokoda AZ

AUSTRALIAN BRED BITCH
Sundaneka Okina

NO AUSTRALIAN BRED MALE

Vladimir Chicka Wah Wah

INTERMEDIATE BITCH & RESERVE CHALLENGE
BITCH
Ch. Debbar Porsche AZ

JUNIOR DOG
Astasia Boeing AZ

JUNIOR BITCH
Narathor Jazzcinta AZ

INTERMEDIATE DOG

PUPPY DOG
Freevale Nothing Too Serious

PUPPY BITCH
Astasia Enzi

MINOR PUPPY DOG
Freevale Gotcha Good

MINOR PUPPY BITCH
Freevale State of the Art

BABY PUPPY DOG
Freevale On The Prowl

BABY PUPPY BITCH
Bluemax Scorching Fire

Official photos supplied by ffiona Erskine 0411 116787
www.simplesite.com/ffirephoto Email ffirephoto@live.com

Raffle

Raffle of Giant size Canvas Animal collapsible crate, kindly donated by
Trevor and Margaret Moore "Dellahund Kennels". Raffle of won by Vicki Livingstone

Show Sponsors
We would like to thank the following for sponsoring the show

PETstock Animal Supplies Penrith
Shop 1, 61-79 Henry Street
Penrith N.S.W. 2750
Phone 4721 4842
Email penrith@petstock.com.au

PETstock Animal Supplies Bella Vista
1a, 4-6 Celebration Drive
Bella Vista N.S.W.
Phone: 8824 9395
Email: bellavista@petstock.com.au

ffiona Erskine
Photographer and Digital Artist
0411 116787
www.simplesite.com/ffirephoto Email ffirephoto@live.com

GSDL Evening Open Show & Obedience Trial
Saturday, 12th December, 2009
Mr Peter Kotevich - Dogs & General Specials
Mr Terry Jarvis – Bitches
Baby Bitch
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

8
6
2
7
10
9
3
4
11
5

Connolly/McDonald
F. McAdam
A&J Kada
ML Stendara
D&M Pittard
J Delriego
G Allan
G Morton
H Galbraith
McAdam/Fabian

Beychief Carousel
Durnstein Dirty Dancing
Jaknell Sweet Revenge
Beychief Hoopla
Incavale Sanchica
Asterhund Isadorable
Vladimir Envs Arnt U
Vladimir Envy Is A Sin
Elbasco Firebird
Durnstein Divine Miss M

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

Sundaneka Scandalous
Yukisan Samaye
Treuschutzer Shootin Stars
Aimsway Fire Light
Glenbala Ambitious Witch

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

Dellahund Under Wraps

Very Promising

Andacht Zindi
Andacht Magic Wand
Lashadas Kahlua
Conkasha Dakota Star
Rubysway Miss Lexie
Sundaneka Queen Of Hearts
Senmora Classic Destiny
Nicquistar Octavia

Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good

* Aldaina Bronack AZ
* Senmora All About Magic AZ
Ambala Candy AZ
Sundaneka Okina

Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good

*Ch. Vladimir Anarchy AZ
*Ch. Aldaina Bijanka AZ
* Sundaneka Izzy Stardust AZ
* Drepesh Stars Do Shine AZ
* Aldaina Udela AZ
* Sundaneka French Kiss AZ
* Dellahund One Too Fancy AZ
*Ch Yukisan Ukla AZ
* Astasia Larna AZ
* Andacht I Am Legion AZ
* Conkasha Xena AZ

Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent

Minor Bitch
1
2
3
4
5

12
16
17
18
13

G&K Stevenson
J Lawler
C&C Cossu
J. Dunstan
G&K Gregory

Puppy Bitch
1

19 M. F. Moore

Junior Bitch
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

22
21
20
26
27
24
25
23

L Reilly
L. Reilly
A&J Kada
T Devine
G Edmunds
G&K Stevenson
J,N,R&A Senior
G Jones

Intermediate Bitch
1
2
3
4

28
29
30
31

M. Scaresbrook
J,N,R,A Senior
P & R Berechree
Eaton/Stevenson

Open Bitch
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

33
32
42
35
36
34
41
39
40
43
37

G Morton
A&J Kada
G&K Stevenson
C&C Cossu
M Scaresbrook
G&K Stevenson
K&G Gore
J Lawler
A Komlos
L Reilly
T Devine

Best Bitch - *Ch. Vladimir Anarchy AZ
Reserve Best Bitch – Andacht Zindi

Baby Dog
1
2

46 G.A. Morton
45 A&J Kada

Vladimir Envy This
Jaknell Deadly Sin

Very Promising
Very Promising

3
4

69 S Swann
47 J&J Nolan

Amberg Waldo
Incavale Calypso Flame

Very Promising
Very Promising

Treuschutzer Kick The Tin
Treuschutzer Cautin The Act
Sundaneka Troy
Lawine Erasmus
Aimsway Flame Thrower
Glenbala Ultimate Indian

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

Scheer Billyrimba
Heiko Maximus Kayos

Very Promising
Very Promising

Andacht Cayo Noris
Aduele Iceman

Very Good
Very Good

J Nichol
P & R Berechree
I. Selby
T Devine

Siobahn Kentucky AZ
* Ambala Toblarone AZ
Vladimir Chicka Wah Wah
Conkasha Quantam Raider AZ

Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good

M.F. Moore
T Mills
V Jeffrey
G Connolly
J,N,R,A Senior
L. Reilly
D&M Pittard

* Dellahund Party Prize AZ
*Ch. Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ
* Sunhaze Outragious AZ
*Ch. Durnstein Captain Kirk CCD AZ
* Dellahund Kic Atinalong AZ
* Andacht I Am Legend AZ
*Ch. Glenbala Full Impact AZ

Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Very Good

Minor Dog
1
2
3
4
5
6

51
50
53
49
52
48

T&L Gehrke
C&C Cossu
G & K Stevenson
K O'Toole
J. Dunstan
P McFadyen

Puppy Dog
1
2

54 J Tucker
57 M Knapton

Junior Dog
1
2

55 L Reilly
56 G Allen

Intermediate Dog
1
2
3
4

61
60
58
59

Open Dog
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

64
67
65
66
63
68
62

Best Dog - * Dellahund Party Prize AZ
Reserve Best Dog - *Ch. Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ

General Specials
Best In Show - *Dellahund Party Prize AZ
Runner Up In Show Best Baby - Beychief Carousel
Best Minor - Treuschutzer Kick The Tin
Best Puppy - Scheer Billyrimba
Best Junior - Andacht Zindi
Best Intermediate - Siobahn Kentucky AZ
Best Open Bitch - * Dellahund Party Prize AZ

Obedience Results
Utility
1
2
3
4

74
72
73
70

183
183
180
171

N Nahas
Koonski Kennels
G. Mavromichalis
A&C Larin

Ramorra Montgommery CDX
Druann Dascha UD AZ
T.CH. Rhakhani Odyssey OC AZ
Masterton Real Mackoy UD

79
76
82
83

192
191
190
188

Koonski Kennels
M&S Hughes
G. Mavromichalis
N. Nahas

Druann Dascha UD AZ
* Karlrach Solitary Man CDX AZ
T.CH Rhakhani Odyssey OC AZ
Ramorra Montgommery CDX

85

184

J Lotzkes

Singha Farnley

92

94

SE Gluck

Alncrys Yasmin

Open
1
2
3
4

Novice
1

CCD
1

OPEN DOG & & BEST IN SHOW

OPEN BITCH WINNER & BEST BITCH & RUNNER
UP TO BEST IN SHOW

*Dellahund Party Prize AZ

*Ch. Vladimir Anarchy AZ

INTERMEDIATE DOG

INTERMEDIATE BITCH

Siobahn Kentucky A Z

* Aldaina Bronack AZ

JUNIOR DOG

JUNIOR BITCH

Andacht Cayo Noris

Andacht Zindi

PUPPY DOG

PUPPY BITCH

Scheer Billyrimba

Dellahund Under Wraps

MINOR PUPPY DOG

MINOR PUPPY BITCH

Treuschutzer Kick The Tin

Sundaneka Scandalous

BABY PUPPY DOG

BABY PUPPY BITCH

Vladimir Envy This

Beychief Carousel

CCD OBEDIENCE WINNER

NOVICE OBEDIENCE WINNER

Alncrys Yasmin

Singha Farnley

PHOTO TO COME

OPEN OBEDIENCE WINNER

UTILITY OBEDIENCE WINNER

Druann Dascha UD AZ

Ramorra Montgommery CDX

Official photos supplied by ffiona Erskine 0411 116787
www.simplesite.com/ffirephoto Email ffirephoto@live.com

